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The National Institute of Justice is a research branch of the U.S. Department of 
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system. and recommends actions that can be taken by Federal. State. and local 
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programs to Federal. State. and local governments, and serves as an international 
clearinghouse of justice information. 

o Trains criminal justice practitioners in research and evaluation tlndings. and 
assists practitioners and researchers through fellowships and special seminars. 

The Director of the Institute is appointed by the President of the United States. and 
upon confirmation by the Senate. serves at the President's pleasure, The Director 

. establishes the research and development objectives of the Institute. The Director 
has final authority to approve grants . ..:ontracb. and cooperative agreements. and 
maintains responsibility for fiscal operations of the Institute. In establishing its 
research agenda. the Institute is guided by the priorities of the Attorney General 
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the most critical problems and to plan research that can help resolve them. 
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EXECUTIVEI SUMMARY 

This report is written for practitioners who deal with the many drug
involved offenders repeatedly cycling through our prisons. In particular, it is 
intended for those who make decisions on the funds to be spent for drug 
treatment or on the type of programs to be mounted, and for those 
charged with designing, planning, and implementing drug-treatment 
approaches. Growing understanding of the relationship of drug abuse and 
crime has led to growing recognition of i:he need for in-prison drug abuse 
programs. To assist in the program development, NIJ commissioned a 
survey of state departments of corrections to determine the current status 
of such programs. The Institute also commissioned a review of evaluations 
of past and current programs to see whether any programs showed promise 
in terms of post-release performance, particularly recidivism. Several pro
grams surfaced; four were still in operation and provide the primary basis 
for this report. However, the history of the disbanded programs was also 
informative. 

The report begins with an overview of reasons for providing in-prison pro
grams for drug-involved offenders and their mUltiple benefits for correc
tional administrators. Common practices found in the four programs are 
described. Barriers to providing such programs and ways of overcoming 
these obstacles are presented. The report concludes with answers to com
mon questions about increasing the availability and viability of drug
treatment programs for imprisoned offenders. 

Reasons for Providing Programs for Drug-Involved Prisoners 

The numbers of drug-involved prison inmates have greatly increased over 
the past decade. In 1979, approximately 100,000 inmates had used heroin, 
illicit methadone, cocaine, LSD or PCP once a week or more for at least a 
month before their last arrest. By 1986, estimates indicate that close to 
140,000 inmates had used these drugs regularly before their last arrest. 
About the same number were under the influence of drugs when they com
mitted the crime for which they were incarcerated. Additionally, about a 
quarter of a million inmates in prison in 1986 reported having used other 
types of drugs regularly. Corrections administrators have responded to the 
large numbers of drug-involved offenders with whom they must deal by in
creasing enrollments of inmates in prison drug-treatment programs. In 
1979, an estimated 4.4 percent of inmates were enrolled; in 1987, our survey 
indicated 11.1 percent. 

However, over 50 percent of all inmates in prisons were regularly involved 
in using drugs before their last arrest but were receiving no programmatic 
help while incarcerated. When released from prison without effective treat
ment, many of these offenders commit crimes frequently, including robbery, 
assault, burglary, and distributing drugs. 

Reducing the number of crimes committed by such offenders is an impor-
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tant reason for providing drug-treatment programs. Perhaps equally impor
tant are the managerial and administrative benefits that may accrue, 
specifically: 

a Good security, 
a Improved working conditions for correctional staff, 

a Positive publicity, 

• Reduced staff stereotypes and conflict, 
a A resource for crisis intervention, 
a A reference for ACA accreditation. 

Common Program Featurpl'i 

The four programs described in this report are the Cornerstone Program in 
Oregon, the Lantana Program in Florida, 1 the Simon Fraser University 
Prison Education Program in British Columbia, and the Stay'n Out Pro
gram in New York. They were sekcted because, unlike the vast majority of 
prison programs, they collected information about later behavior of inmates 
and reported relatively low rates of recidivism among program 
participants - rates as low as 16 percent. 

Rehabilitation effects are difficult to measure and these findings have been 
debated among researchers. Some researchers who formerly were very 
pessimistic about rehabilitation have been encouraged by these evaluation 
results. Others are still skeptical. However, though it is not clear whether 
the reported low rates mean that the programs changed the behavior of the 
participants, the findings appeared to warrant further exploration of each 
program's organization and services. When examined in greater detail, an 
interesting finding emerged. Although the programs were developed in quite 
different settings by quite different people, the four share the following 
characteristics: 

• The program participants typically were heavily involved in drug 
use and committed many serious crimes before incarceration. 

• The programs differ from other drug-treatment programs in 
prisons in the comprehensive approach they use and the range 
of activities they provide; in these respects, they are more typical 
of free-standing residential programs. They also differ from 
other drug-treatment programs in terms of their housing and 
fiscal arrangements. 

• The program providers are also atypical of correctional person
nel; they are often drawn from other professions. Yet program 
staff are sensitive to and able to work within the regulations 
needed for preserving security. They are also realistic about 
goals for program participants. 

• In carrying out the program activities, the inmate participants 
learn a range of practical life skills and come to feel as if they 
"own" the program. 
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o The programs formally or informally provide follow up and 

aftercare for inmate participants. 

Barriers to Successful Implementation 

These common elements, by themselves, are not sufficient to ensure con
tinued program viability. Barriers to continued successful implementation 
constantly arise and require day-to-day and long-term flexibility and in
novative practices. Most generally, the barriers fall into four categories: 

o Changes in priorities for specific types of programs, 
.. Constraints on resources, 
.. Staff resistance, 
.. Inmate re~istance. 

The methods successfully used to resolve these problems typically involve 
the following three steps: 

o Negotiation with all involved parties to determine their concerns 
and needs, 

o Development of a new program component to meet these con
cerns and needs, 

.. Implementation of the new program components in a manner 
that complements the other program activities rather than 
detracts from them. 

Organizing Programs for Drug-Involved Offenders 

Practitioners and other decision makers who are involved with increasing 
the availability of programs for drug-involved offenders commonly have a 
number of questions about the feasibility of funding and implementation. 
Answers to frequently-asked questions are summarized below. The answers 
are based on a number of practices that appear to have increased the 
availability and viability of the four programs described in this report. In 
addition, practices that seem to decrease program viability were discovered 
in the survey of state depaltments of corrections and during discussions 
with administrators involved with disbanded programs formerly reporting 
reduced recidivism. These practices provide the bases for the caveats. 

Funding 

Question: Our budget for corrections is already allocated for essential ser
vices; how can neVI! programs be funded? 

Answer: Innovative sources of state funds may be available for legislative 
allocation to provide in-prison programs for drug-involved of
fenders. Legislatively earmarking specific, appropriate sources of 
income for particular prison programs can help ensure the 
viability of programs, increase public awareness, and promote 
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systematic and programmatic accountability. 

Question: What about federal funds? 

Answer.' Funds available through federal agencies are best used for one
time initial program costs - not for routine ongoing program 
costs. Even the most effective programs, that depend exclusively 
on federal rather than state funds, are likely to be dropped when 
federal funding is withdrawn. Among prison programs no longer 
operating, 70 percent were eliminated because they were depen
dent on federal funds no longer available. 

Selecting Programs to Implement 
Question: What is the newest and most popular approach for prison drug

abuse programs that we can try? 

Answer: There are several new and untested programs that are popular. 
However, before deciding to implement new programs, a review 
of ongoing progrums can help prevent the costly and wasteful 
process of "re-inventing the wheel". Programs already in place in 
your state may be more effective than new programs proposed by 
out-of-state experts. Programs that are already providing ad
ministrative benefits need to be replicated under conditions that 
will permit careful tests of their effectiveness in reducing 
recidivism. 

Question: Our correctional system is different than those of Florida, New 
York, Oregon, and British Columbia; does it make sense to use 
their programs? 

Answer: Persistent, drug-involved offenders who commit many serious 
crimes are very much alike no matter where they live. They 
typically have many of the same complex social/psychological, 
educational, and vocational needs. Therefore, there is no reason 
to assume that the programs described in this report could not 
be replicated effectively in other settings. 

Question: Where can we find trained program directors? 

Answer: Program directors who are outside of corrections but who have 
long-term experience in working to change participants' lifestyles 
often have the essential training and skills to design and imple
ment effective in-prison programs. More specifically, the search 
for program directors can be brought to the attention of local 
universities and colleges, private and public community drug
treatment centers, private and public mental health agencies, 
comprehensive health care agencies, and agencies that deal with 
arrestees diverted from the criminal justice system. 
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Housing Programs 

Question: Our system is already overcrowded; how can we house new 
programs? 

rrr 

Answer: While prisons in many states are overcrowded, and therefore in
appropriate for starting new programs or expanding ongoing pro
grams, other, potentially suitable, state residential institutions 
may be underutilized. Un:l r~ in facilities such as mental hospitals 
hav!~ been found to require little or no renovation for providing 
medium or minimum security for drug-involved offenders. 

In states in which prison overcrowding is not a problem, the 
status of state institutions still might be reviewed and facilities 
selected for housing programs that meet the following criteria: 

" Inclusion in or close to a secure correctional facility 
to facilitate immediate transfer of inmate participants 
who are disruptive; 

CD Availability of units within the facility with limited 
and controlled physical and visual access; 

o For programs targeted on inmates nearing release, 
proximity to a nearby community with available job 
opportunities and low-cost housing to facilitate 
gradual release of inmates and accessibility of 
parolees to program staff after release. 

Initial Implementation (or Replication) of Programs 

Question: When introducing new programs, can we avoid turf battles 
between agencies and staff? 

Answer: Probably not. However, the following stF.!PS can be taken to 
minimize conflict. 

Interagency conflict can be minimized if state-level ex
ecutive staff in all agencies involved in providing tbe 
programs take part in the program planning process 
from the earliest stagel;, 

Effective programs require cooper~tion among diverse sets of 
agencies. All agencies need to realize benefits from the program. 
For successful program implementation, initial coordinaHon and 
cooperation among involved agencies need to be negotiated at 
the state-level. 

At a minimum, prison administrators, parole supervisors, local 
law enforcement officials and community r~flresentatives need to 
be briefed and brought on board for launching programs. 
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Conflict can also be liiinimized if a plenary committee 
produces a contract, cooperative agreement, or other 
document that explicitly details division of responsibility 
for provision of services and materials. 

-

Traditionally, the department of corrections assumes responsibil
ity for providing virtually all services and materials needed by 
prisoners. In planning program implementation, responsibility for 
such tasks and materials can be reallocated and divided between 
the department of corr~ctions, the department housing the pro
gram, and the program providers. Significant saving of resources 
can result from reallocation - for e'{ample, program staff pro
viding total supervision of inmates in the program area. 

Additionally, responsibility needs to be assigned for carrying out 
tasks and providing materials that are integral parts of program 
implementation, including: 

• Selecting program participants, 
• Expelling a participant from the program for 

disciplinary reasons, 

• Taking disciplinary action (less serious than expulsion) 
for minor infractions, 

• Awarding privileges to inmate/participants for achiev-
ing goals, 

II Structuring activities for discretionary time. 

Training sessions held for program staff, correctional 
officers, and other institutional staff in contact with 
program participants can benefit all involved. 

Potential conflict between program staff and correctional staff 
can be minimized by a shared understanding of each others' 
goals, objectives, responsibilities, and activities. 

An institutional coordinating/negotiating committee, 
composed of a representative from all departments in
volved with the program, can be established and should 
plan to meet frequently. 

As day-to-day disagreements about the use of resources or 
operational procedures arise, they can be resolved quickly and 
satisfactorily by a committee specifically formed for this purpose. 
Additionally, as the committee becomes familiar with common 
sources of complaints, problems can be anticipated and resolved 
before they occur. 

The program initially can be implemented with the 
minimum number of staff and inmates needed to be 
cost effective. 
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Beginning with a relatively small program decreases barriers to 
implementation due to resource constraints, staff resistance, and 
inmate resistance, and allows for easier resolution of day-to-day 
problems. 

Selecting Inmate Participants 

Question: Should participation be voluntary or mandatory? 

Answer: There is growing evidence that offenders who enter treatment 
programs because of legal coercion are just as likely as other 
participants to respond positively. However, in practice, all those 
who entered treatment under legal coercion chose to do so as an 
alternative to other forms of correctional supervision. For exam
ple, they chose drug treatment instead of jail. 

Legal coercion cannot be equated with mandatory participation. 
Experienced program administrators report that forced participa
tion simply does not work. Inmates assigned to programs against 
their will are frequently extremely disruptive. 

Rather than involuntary conscription, the programs can provide 
perquisites such as desired recreational activities, that make the 
program more attractive than serving a regular prison sentence. 

Question: What type of inmates should be involved in the program? 

Answer: Effective programs that recruit the most serious, persistent of
fenders are more likely to gain the respect of other inmates and 
have the largest impact on recidivism. Most offenders do not 
commit a lot of crimes. Although many are persistent criminals 
who cycle through institutions, when they are released they get by 
on odd jobs, living with relatives, and an occasional theft or 
burglary that lands them back in jail or prison. 

A small proportion of offenders are extremely active criminals; 
when released, they hit the streets running - committing hundreds 
of crimes each year as long as they are free to do so and haven't 
learned to lead a less criminal life. Recruiting the latter type of 
offender for treatment is more likely to improve everyone's 
q\lality of life - the offender, the members of his or her family 
and community, and potential victims. 

Question: How can we screen inmates at intake for admission to the pro
gram? 

Answer: The vast majority of prisoners have been drug-involved; almost 
all persistent offenders who committed crimes at an early age 
also used drugs. Therefore, screening for drug use may not be 
cost effective. Administrators in the four programs suggested 
that, if demand does not exceed available resources, inmates who 
are not security risks and who indicate that they can profit from 
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the program should be allowed to participate. Since the most ef
fective programs deal with complex multiple needs, not just drug 
use, virtually all mentally competent offenders could profit from 
the programs. Mentally retarded prisoners generally require alter
native programs. However, poor reading skills, often characteristic 
of serious offenders, need not preclude participation; basic 
literacy classes can be incorporated as a program component. 

Ongoing Practices 

Question: How can we increase the chances of keeping a good program? 

Answer: The following procedures have been found to increase program 
viability. 

Ongoing monitoring of the progrnm facilitated by pro
grnm directors 

Program directors continually have provided documentation of 
program activities and impact to state legislators, gubernatorial 
staff, corrections department administrators, and other concerned 
agencies and staff. 

Providing briefs about the progrnm to new administrn
tors 

Program directors have presented briefs to new administrators 
about the program, the benefits for the new administrators' 
office, and the sources of external support. At the same time, the 
program directors determined the priorities of the new adminis
trators and pl!'mned to meet these priorities without compromis
ing the integrity of the program. 

Assigning staff in the facilities housing the progrnms to 
positions requiring coordination with the progrnms only 
if they are knowledgeable about and symp~thetic to 
progrnm goals 

Staff assignments to the program areas have been voluntary and 
have followed at least one orientation session provIdIng informa
tion about program goals, activities, and procedures. 

Opening to participation by facility staff appropriate 
progrnm activities 

When made available to staff, attendance in classes, seminars, 
group ~ounseling sessions, and other program events by facility 
personnel has increased the value of the program for everyone 
involved. 
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Encouraging state legislators to periodically visit prison' 
programs 

On-site inspection of the programs by legislators has benefited all 
persons concerned. Such visits increase the positive view of the 
correctional administration and staff, raise the morale of the pro
gram staff, enhance the prestige of the program among inmates, 
and provide excellent publicity for the visitors and hosts. 

Evaluation 

Question: How can we tell whether a program actually reduces recidivism? 

Answer: Evaluation of the programs can be carried out periodically by 
neutral researchers. The primary questions that should be ad
dressed by researchers involve both program process and impact. 
More specifically, program evaluation should provide answers to 
the following questions: 

• Who are the program participants? Is the program 
reaching the most serious offenders or offenders who 
have a low probability of being recidivists? 

.. What is the length of time participants are involved 
in the program? Is this length of time optimal for 
reducing recidivism? 

• What are the program activities? And, as compared 
to inmates not involved in the program, specifically 
what activities are carried out by program 
participants? 

• Who are the staff members involved in the program? 
As compared to staff supervising other inmates with 
the same classification, what is the ratio of staff to 
inmates, and what is the background and training of 
staff members? 

• As compared to similar offenders who have not par
ticipated in the program, do the program participants 
commit fewer crimes after release? Are they more 
socially stable? Are they less involved with drugs? 
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Note 

1. Lantana was converted to a 
facility for women offenders in 
January, 1989. 
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Chapter 1: OVERVIEW 

Ron was an inmate in Comstock prison. When paroled, he had no 
intention of returning-nor using heroin again. He had some 
money saved from the work he did in prison. And since he was a 
medic in the army, he found a job in a private hospital caring for 
elderly terminally ill patients. Working the graveyard shift and liv
ing by himself, he was lonely and isolated. His only friends were 
the people with whom he used to share dope. It wasn't long before 
he was once again doing dope with them. 

He told himself it was o.k. As long as he was working, there was 
nothing wrong with shooting drugs. He needed more money to 
pay for heroin, and started "middling" drugs. He got caught. And 
although he beat the charge on a technicality, he was returned to 
prison for violation of parole. Released a year and a half later, he 
began the process all over again. 

-

Ron is one of hundreds of thousands of drug-involved offenders who have 
been cycling through our correctional institutions. This report is written for 
practitioners who deal with them. In particular, it is intended for those who 
make decisions on the funds to be spent for drug treatment, on the type of 
programs to be mounted, and for those charged with designing, planning, 
and implementing drug treatment approaches. Information is provided for 
initiating and maintaining drug treatment programs for prisoners. 

Growing understanding of the relationship of drug abuse and crime has led 
to growing recognition of the need for in-prison drug abuse programs. To 
assist in the program development, NIJ commissioned a survey of state 
departments of corrections to determine the current status of such pro
grams. The institute also commissioned a review of evaluations of past and 
current programs to see whether any programs showed promise in terms of 
post-release performance, particularly recidivism. Several programs surfaced; 
four were still in operation and, although the history of the disbanded pro
grams was also informative, a study of these four programs provides the 
primary basis for this report. Interestingly, while developed in quite dif
ferent settings by quite different people, the four have a number of com
mon characteristics, including long histories of dealing with serious of
fenders. They are the Cornerstone Program in Oregon, the Lantana Pro
gram in Florida, the Simon Fraser University Prison Education Program in 
British Columbia, and the Stay'n Out Program in New York. 

The Prospects for Rehabilitation 

Prison wardens and superintendents are all too familiar with inmates like 
Ron who repeatedly cycle through their overcrowded facilities. In 1986, 62 
percent of inmates in our prisons had used drugs regularly prior to in
carceration. I And although the proportion of people in the United States 
who use drugs is dropping, the proportion of serious offenders who are 
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regular drug users is still increasing.2 

Although our prisons are supposed to be correctional institutions, profes
sionals in charge of running them frequently express despair over their 
actual function - warehousing persistent drug-involved offenders. Rehabilita
tion, although still an ideal concept, has largely fallen into disrepute as an 
operational goal. 

Many of the inmates involved in the programs reviewed in this report are 
offenders who grew up on the streets of inner-city neighborhoods. Fre
quently they are school dropouts, who never had or expected to have steady 
employment or stable relationships with other people. As one of the inmate 
participants commented, "I got by minding my own business. I did my own 
time inside Uuvenile facilities and prisons] and I did my own time on the 
streets. I never thought about what I did hurting someone else. It's 
something I never thought about." 

"It's senseless to talk about rehabilitation," one of the program directors 
commented, "when the people you're talking about have never been 
habilitated." 

Ten Years Ago Many Researchers Were Pessimistic About 
Rehabilitation 

In the past decade, many researchers have also been very pessimistic about 
changing the behavior of drug-involved offenders. The widely cited study 
by Lipton, Martinson, and Wilks.' helped promulgate the negative percep
tion of rehabilitation - "nothing works." And in 1979, the National 
Academy of Sciences reexamined their research results and reported rather 
poor prospects for rehabilitation. Although the panel suggested that the 
"literature does afford occasional hints of interventions that may have pro
mise," it strongly advised against widespread implementation. 4 

The panel called for a major research and development effort to determine 
what rehabilitation efforts should be used. Ten years later the "Herculean" 
effort envisioned by the panel still has not been implemented. Practitioners 
and the research community still do not have a comprehensive study on 
which to base r.::commendations for more effective ways of dealing with the 
drug-involved offenders flooding the criminal system. 

Recently, More Researchers Are Optimistic About Certain 
Approaches 

Fortunately, although a large-scale definitive study of rehabilitation efforts 
for drug-involved offenders has not been carried out, over the past ten 
years a small number of practitioners and researchers persisted in their ef
forts to develop and evaluate programs designed to reduce the criminal 
behavior of drug-involved offenders. 

Based on a review of this literature/ the following program characteristics 
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appear to be key: 

• The rules of the program are made clear and the consequences 
for breaking the rules are made clear and quickly enforced. 

• The program staff are concerned about the welfare and future 
of the inmates, and make their concern known. 

• The program staff are regarded by the inmates as people worth 
imitating; in turn, the imitation is rewarded by the staff and 
other inmates. 

3' 

• The program process includes preparing the inmate to deal with 
problems which increase the likelihood of their committing 
crimes. 

• The programs utilize community resources. 

Indeed, some of the same researchers and practitioners who formerly 
presented evidence of program failure have expressed cautious optimism 
about the effectiveness of some correctional programs for drug-involved of
fenders, specifically those who were heroin addicts. 6 Based on research 
evidence and practical experience, the authors of another National Institute 
of Justice Issues and Practices report ("A Criminal Justice System Strategy 
for Treating Cocaine-Heroin Abusing Offenders in Custody")7 empbasize 
the importance of: 

• Identifying drug-involved offenders through urinalysis, 

• Intensely supervising convicted drug-involved offenders on pro
bation or parole, and ensuring that they are in treatment, 

• Involving drug-involved prisoners in drug treatment nine months 
to a year before release and continued treatment in the com
munity as a condition of their parole. 

This report focuses primarily on specific operational issues and practices 
for providing programs for drug-involved prisoners. It describes four pro
grams with long histories of successfully managing prisoners involved in 
persistent drug use and crime. Based on observations of these programs 
and interviews with correctional department administrators and staff, pro
gram directors and staff, and inmate participants, the programs are describ
ed in day-to-day operational terms. Common practices found in these pro
grams are described. Also described are ongoing problems ~hat threaten the 
viability of programs. These problems are presented, not to demean the 
programs, but rather to describe the real issues with which program direc
tors and staff must deal, and to suggest what can be done to overcome 
these obstacles. Finally, answers to common questions about practices for 
implementing programs for drug-involved offenders are provided. Before 
turning to the analysis of key elements and common barriers. the remainder 
of this chapter focuses on documenting the reasons for providing programs 
for drug-involved offenders, including the administrative benefits that can 
be realized from implementing such programs. 
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Reasons for Providing Programs for Drug-Involved Prisoners 

The Numbers of Drug-Involved Prisoners Are Increasing 
Many of the former inmates who participated in the programs described in 
this report provide vivid examples of correctional success. However, for 
each programmatic success story, there are thousands of examples of other 
drug-involved offenders in America who are incarcerated, receive no help, 
and fail. The number of drug-involved prison inmates has greatly increased 
over the past decade. There is both a growing number of offenders im
prisoned in the U.S. and a growing proportion of inmates who have been 
regular users of opiates or hallucinogens. A 1979 census revealed that 
304,844 people were serving time in state prison facilities. 8 Thirty-three per
cent of these prisoners reported having used major drugs regularly, that is, 
once a week or more for at least a month.9 Estimates based on these 
surveys indicate that in 1979 approximately 100,000 inmates had used 
heroin, illicit methadone, cocaine, LSD, or PCP regularly before their last 
arrest. 

By 1986, the number of prisoners in state facilities had grown to 465,383. 10 

More than 35 percent of these prisoners reported having been regular users 
of major drugs;1I estimates indicate that close to 140,000 inmates had used 
heroin, illicit methadone, cocaine, LSD, or PCP once a week or more for 
at least a month before their last arrest. About the same number were 
under the influence of drugs when they committed the crime for which 
they were incarcerated. Additionally, about a quarter of a million inmates 
in prison in 1986 reported having used illicit methadone, cocaine, LSD, or 
PCP regularly. 

Although the percentage of people in the United States who use drugs ap
pears to be decreasing,12 there is no evidence to suggest that the numbers of 
drug-involved offenders, with whom corrections administrators and staff 
must deal, will decline in the years ahead. On the contrary, the estimates 
presented above are based on self-reports of inmates; since drug-involved 
offenders commonly deny use,13 the numbers of inmates who are regular 
users may be significantly higher and increasing more rapidly than self
report surveys indicate. 

Without Effective Prison Programs, Released Drug-Involved In
mates 1jJpically Commit Many Crimes 
Many drug-involved inmates have been cycling through detention facilities 
since they were adolescents. They began using drugs and committing crimes 
as youngsters. A small proportion of them were violent drug-involved of
fenders before they were sixteen; they are likely to commit hundreds of 
crimes including robberies and burglaries each year they are free. 14 Other 
high-rate, dangerous, drug-involved inmates committed crimes for many 
years before getting caught and sent to prison for the first time. IS 

Releasing these types of drug-involved offenders from prisons without 
changing their patterns of behavior is clearly offensive to the public in-
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terest. They are entrenched in a lifestyle that includes drugs and crime. 
When released, many hit the streets running, robbing and assaulting 
vulnerable victims, breaking into homes, and distributing drugs. Parole 
doesn't necessarily deter them, as research suggests that the highest-rate, 
most dangerous, drug-involved offenders typically escape supervision. 16 

More Inmates Are Enrolled in Prison Programs for Drug
Involved Offenders 

To determine how corrections administrators have responded to the large 
numbers of drug-involved offenders with whom they must deal, we carried 
out a telephone survey of directors of programs in state prisons. When we 
compared the results with a similar survey carried out by NIDA in 1979, we 
found that administrators have r~sponded by increasing enrollments of in
mates in prison programs. According to the NIDA Survey,17 3.9 percent of 
inmates in the fifty state corrections systems were found to be enrolled in 
drug treatment programs; (adjusting for the absence of Texas in the NIDA 
data, our estimate for 1979 is 4.40/0. See Thble 1). Our estimate for 1987, 
based on the telephone survey sample (see Appendix B), is that 11.1 percent 
of inmates in the fifty states were enrolled, an increase of over 150 percent. 
In 1987, approximately 51,500 inmates were enrolled in prison drug treat
ment programs nationwide, compared to 10,500 in 1979. 

Thble 1: 

Change in Enrollment in Drug Treatment Programs: 1979 to 1987 

Percent 
Change 

Percent of Inmates Enrolled 1979i 1987b 1979·87 

All states 3.9070 11.1% 174% 

Number of inmates 
Large 3.3 10.5 267 
Excluding Texas 3.3 7.9 139 
Medium 6.4 8.4 131 
Small 8.0 13.8 72 

Source: For 1979, NlDA survey "Drug Abuse Treatment in Prisons." For 1987. Abt Associates 
telephone survey of a sample of corrections agencies. 

a The NlDA survey reports no data for Texas inmates enrolled in drug abuse treat
ment programs in 1979; but Thxas (with zero inmates enrolled) is included in the 
total 3.9 percent. Excluding the missing Thxas data, the corrected 1979 figure is 
4.4 percent enrolled. 

b States were divided into three groups: top third, middle third, and lowest third, 
according to their census of inmates in 1984. 
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States with large prison systems had a small fraction (3.30/0) enrolled in 
1979 and increased over 10 percent between 1979 and 1987. States with 
small systems had 8 percent of their inmates enrolled in 1979. By 1987, 
they still had a comparatively high percentage enrolled (140/0) but they in
creased proportionately less than did medium- or large-sized prison systems. 
Overall, increases in treatment programs were concentrated in states that 
had proportionately few inmates in treatment in 1979. Among states with 
the smallest enrollment percentages (2.5 % or fewer inmates enrolled in 
treatment in 1979), enrollment increased from an average 1.6 percent in 
1979 to 6.4 percent in 1987. 

The most common types of substance-abuse programs are group therapy 
and general drug education, similar to 1979. Decreases occurred in the 
amount of individual counseling and, especially, vocational and family 
counseling. Large proportions (over 60%) of states currently offered pro
grams based on the Alcoholics Anonymous/Narcotics Anonymous 
(AA/NA) 12-step recovery model implemented by recovering alcoholics and 
addicts from local communities. There was no mention of these programs 
in the 1979 NIDA survey. 

In 90 percent of states, prison program staff, parole officers, or volunteers 
offer some kind of arrangement for continued drug treatment after release. 
The most common arrangement (58% of states) is affiliation with a self
help organization such as AA or NA in the community. Thirty-seven per
cent of state corrections agencies coordinate an aftercare program through 
parole services. All other types of aftercare programs were uncommon 
(under 7% of states). 

Thirty-five percent of states had their funding for drug abuse programs cut 
at some time during the past ten years. Of these, 70 percent had previously 
been funded by the federal government, and the program was abandoned 
for budgetary reasons. The states that experienced program cuts were not 
significantly different from other states in terms of the numbers and types 
of programs currently in operation. 

Most Drug-Involved Prisoners Are Not Enrolled in Drug Abuse 
Programs 
In comparison to a decade ago, many more inmates are enrolled in prison 
programs for drug-involved offenders. However, while 62 percent of inmates 
reported using drugs regularly before incarceration, and 35 percent used 
major drugs regularly, only 11 percent of inmates were estimated to be 
enrolled in drug-abuse programs. Over 50 percent of all inmates in prisons 
were regularly involved in using drugs but were receiving no programmatic 
help while incarcerated. 

Additionally, although enrollments in prison programs are increasing, there 
have been major cuts in important components of programs such as voca
tional and family counseling. Drug education, one of the most common 
types of programs available to prisoners, has not been found by itself to 
significantly reduce drug use. IS Very few programs appeared to offer a com
prehensive multi-modal approacil to the drug-involved prisoner. 
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Potential Administrative Benefits of the Programs 

In addition to their potential for reducing the numbers of crimes par
ticipants commit after release, the programs described in this report may 
also enhance institutional operations. Importantly, wardens and 
superintendents have found that the programs described in this report pro
vide managerial and administrative benefits. Several administrators sug
gested that they would be in favor of continuing the programs to gain the 
following benefits even if the programs did not affect inmates' bt!havior 
after they are released. 

The Programs Can Help Provide Good Security 

Several of the processes and practices that have been developed to incr ... ase 
program effectiveness serve to increase the control staff have over inmates 
behavior. The programs generally are highly structured and occupy all the 
hours the inmates are not involved in other basic institutional activities 
such as eating, sleeping, and carrying out work assignments. Because the 
programs are so intensive, while they are carrying out their primary func
tions, the program staff also provide "intensive supervision;" they are very 
likely to learn about contraband, and, to preserve the reputation of the pro
gram, to react quickly to discipline involved inmates. Cornerstone utilizes 
and pays for breathalyzer and urinalysis tests. Additionally, because the in
mate/participant~ have a vested interest in the program, they also provide 
indigenous security. 

June 2, 1981 a riot broke out at the Matsqui Institution in British Colum
bia. Throughout the night, hundreds of inmates on a rampage, burned 
and destroyed half of the facilities induding the residence buildings. Royal 
Canadian MtHltlted Police quelled the riot the next morning and the 
prisoners sUrI'l'ndered. H0\\ cver, the devastation could not be quickly 
repaired. 

The prisoners were housed in tcnts in a field inside the gates. Within a 
couple of days, heavy rains had turned the area into a churning mass of 
mud. Cold, wet, and miserable, 200 inmates were assignt;d to sleep in one 
of the few buildings that had sustained no damage - the academic center 
housing the Simon Fraser University progrum. 

The inmate grapevine pa%ed a brief message from some of the "heavy" 
inmate-students. There was to be absolutely no damage done to the 
center. Not one table scratched - not a book page torn. 

The large group of inmates filled the small building over night. Every 
inch of space was taken. The library and classrooms became t\ormitop.:s. 
The next morning, the inmates filed Ollt. Other than mud that had been 
tracked in from the field, there was no evidence that the building had 
been converted into a residential hall for hundreds. 
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The Programs Can Help Provide Good Working Conditions for 
Correctional Staff 

Several correctional administrators associated with the programs suggested 
that the programs improved the working environment of the rank and file 
institutional officers involved with the program. They feel safer and day-to
day interaction with the inmates/participants is generally less abrasive than 
in ordinary prison settings. Therefore, correctional staff tends to turn over 
less frequently and absenteeism is reduced. 

Additionally, correctional staff involved with the programs typically have an 
"upbeat" attitude toward their function. Rather than viewing their role as 
simply keeping institutional order, they pride themselves on providing a 
supportive environment in which the program providers and inmates can 
carryon meaningful activities. They see themselves as part of a correctional 
team rather than as a group of guards. They are more likely, or just as like
ly, as program providers to refer to the low recidivism rates among former 
inmates. Although superintendents and wardens are more skeptical about 
the long-range behavioral changes produced by the programs, the short
term changes are an appreciated source of cooperative management. 

The Programs Can Provide Good Publicity 

The programs frequently provide a showcase for the media, visiting 
dignitaries, concerned citizen groups, students from local colleges, and 
researchers. Numerous newspaper articles have been written about the 
programs, program staff, and participants that enhance the image of the 
correctional institutions and, by association, the administrative staff in tht: 
institutions. Human interest stories about inmates who were "transformed" 
from robbers or perpetrators of other violence into law abiding citizens 
abound and add to a positive public perception of corrections. And pic
tures of prison administrators with top state officials at program cere
monies indicate that the programs provide positive professional publicity 
for wardens and superintendents. 

The Programs Can Help Break Down Staff Stereotypes and 
Conflict 

Common sources of management problems in correctional institutions are 
negative stereotypes staff in some departments have formed about staff in 
other departments. Correctional staff may be viewed by treatment staff as 
head-bashing neanderthals, while correctional staff regard treatment staff as 
bleeding hearts, manipulated by inmates. Contractual service providers who 
are on the staff of outside organizations may be treated by correctional 
staff as interlopers, insensitive to security needs. Conversely, correctional 
staff may be viewed by outside contractors as belligerent ignoramuses. The 
constant bickering that goes on between groups holding such stereotypes, 
and the rumors that frequently result from a lack of communication 
between the groups, present a day-to-day nuisance for mid- and top-level 
managers. 
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Although such stereotypes can never be eliminated entirely, in institutions 
in which the programs have been operating for a relatively long time, these 
divisive comparisons have been reduced to a barely audible level. Mid-level 
program and correctional staff, for the most part, resolve any staff conflict 
that does arit:e without resorting to top-level arbitration. And inmates, who 
commonly seize conflicts between staff and use rumors for achieving their 
own goals, are less likely to have such opportunities. 

The Programs Can Provide a Resource for Crisis Intervention 

Although superintendents and wardens strive to maintain safe stable en
vironments with routinized activities, given the violence-prone nature of in
mate populations, frequently potentially explosive situations arise that re
quire immediate reaction to quell incipient danger to staff or inmates. 
Because the program staff have day-to-day contact with some of the most 
influential inmates and because they are comfortable and have praetice with 
working with inmates on a one-to-one basis, at one time or another they 
have provided a resource for resolving dangerous situations involving in
mates both in and Ollt of the program. 

At various times, program staff have dealt with suicidal inmates, identified 
psychotic inmates who slipped through the screening measures at intake, 
reasoned with riot leaders, counselled AIDS victim'), and provided crisis in
tervention after stabbings or other violence in the general population. 
When crises arise because of strikes or other management problems with 
the custodial staff in host institutions, program staff have been called on to 
provide interim custodial functions. Program staff have also fulfilled a 
stopgap function by finding homes for inmates who lose their community 
residence as they are about to be released. 

The Prograrns Can Provide a Reference for ACA Accreditation 

For institutions undergoing review for ACA accreditation, many of the pro
grams' practices demonstrate compliance with the organization's standards 
for corrections. More specifically, the programs commonly help demonstrate 
acceptable conditions for confinement, compliance with standards on of
fender education and training, provision of programs for offenders with 
special needs, involvement or the private sector in corrections, development 
of a professional correctional staff, and cooperation with research and 
evaluation. 
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Chapter 2: THE FOUR PROGRAMS: 
COMMON ELEMENTS 

The four programs described in this report were selected because, unlike the 
vast majority of prison prcgrams, they collected information about later 
behavior of inmates and reported relatively low rates of recidivism among 
program participants-rates as low as 16 percent. Most states have im
plemented some type of prison program for drug-involved inmates, however, 
a literature search revealed that very few programs have had a published 
outcome evaluation. About half of the few that have been evaluated have 
used changes in inmates' attitudes rather than behavior as a measure of im
pact. And among the few programs evaluated using behavioral measures, 
the results of only five evaluations reported that participants appeared less 
likely to recidivate than groups of similar offenders who had not completed 
the program. However, only four programs were still operating. 

Rehabilitation effects are difficult to evaluate, I and these findings have been 
debated among researchers. Some researchers who formerly were very 
pessimistic about rehabilitation have been encouraged by these evaluation 
results - others are still skeptical. However, though it is not clear whether 
the reported low rates mean that the programs changed the behavior of the 
participants, the findings appeared to warrant further exploration of each 
program's organization and services. When examined in greater detail, an 
interesting finding emerged. Although the programs were developed in quite 
different settings by quite different people, the four share common 
characteristics. 

In this chapter, the following common characteristics of the programs are 
described in detail. 

• The programs are atypical of other drug-treatment programs in 
prisons in the comprehensive approach they use and the range 
of activities they provide; in these respects, they are more typical 
of free-standing residential programs. They are also atypical of 
other drug-treatment programs in terms of their housing and 
fiscal arrangements. 

o The program providers are also atypical of correctional person
nel; they are often drawn from other professions. Yet program 
staff are sensitive to and able to work within the regulations 
needed for preserving security. They are also realistic about 
goals for program participants. 

• The program participants typically were heavily involved in drug 
use and committed many serious crimes before incarceration. 

• In carrying out the program activities, the inmate participants 
learn a range of practical life skills and come to feel as if they 
"own" the program. 

• The programs' staff members formally or informally maintain 
contact with inmate participants after release and provide care. 
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• The behavior of the inmates who completed the program was 
studied after release and in three programs compared with the 
behavior of other released inmates. Although less than rigorous 
methods were used to study the impact of the program, the 
results indicated that the programs were worthy of further study. 

The Programs in the Context of Other Drug-Treatment 
Programs 

Most drug treatment programs (in or out of prisons) can be classified into 
four modal categories: detoxification, methadone maintenance, outpatient 
drug-free, and residential.2 Detoxification programs provide medical and 
psychological services for substance abusers undergoing staged withdrawal 
from physical dependency on drugs. Methadone maintenance programs pro
vide addicts with chemical substitutes for heroin in a legally and medically 
controlled environment; individual or group counseling is almost always 
provided along with methadone maintenance.3 Outpatient drug-free pro
grams provide counseling and other services in settings including store front 
clinics, mental health clinics, and hospitals. Residential programs provide 
counseling and other services in hospitals, free-standing facilities, and cor
rectional facilities. The programs described in this report are obviously a 
subset of residential programs. 

The types of drug abusers served by the different modes of treatment pro
grams range from those who committed no other crimes apart from their 
possession, to those who were very criminally active before entering treat
ment. Clients in outpatient drug-free programs are the least likely to be 
serious criminals, methadone clients are more criminally active, and drug 
abusers who enter residential treatment are involved in the greatest criminal 
activity before treatment. On an average, each day before they entered treat
ment, the crimes committed by drug abusers in residential programs cost 
their victims over $43 in terms of lost property, medical expenses resulting 
from injuries, and lost work time.4 Drug-involved offenders who wind up in 
residential treatment in prison are the most criminally active of all of
fenders. 5 And the programs described in this report involve inmates who are 
among the highest-rate and most dangerous offenders in the prisons. 

Although drug programs in prisons typically serve the most criminally ac
tive offenders in residential treatment, traditionally the prison programs 
provide fewer services than other residential units. Although other depart
ments in the institutions may provide these services, prison drug treatment 
programs are much less likely than outside residential programs to include 
job counseling, vocational rehabilitation, and education. Over 80 percent of 
other residential programs incorporate family therapy or counseling, but 
only 41 percent of prison programs have provided this service. And while 
the vast majority of outside residential program staff provide referral to 
treatment services and aftercare follow-up, fewer than 65 percent of prison 
program staff provide referral and fewer than 27 percent maintain contact 
after rdease. 6 
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In terms of their approach and the services they provide, the programs 
described in this report are less like typical prison programs and more like 
other residential programs. Two programs have essentially reconstructed in 
prisoners' dormitories one of the most common forms of free-standing 
residential programs - the therapeutic community. One program has im
plemented a modified form of a ther.apeutic community for prisoners in a 
unit of a nearby mental hospital. And one program has created university 
buildings within the confines of prison walls. The approach of all four pro
grams is comprehensive; they each provide a span of activities planned to 
intervene in and change almost every behavioral aspect of participants' 
lives: social, psychological, economic, and recreational. 

All four programs regard participants' histories of drug use as only one ele
ment of their criminal lifestyle. The programs focus on enabling partici
pants to review all elements of their entire style of life-including destruc
tive interactions with family members, friends, and employers; participation 
in criminal activities; and use of drugs. Rather than merely attempting to 
persuade participants to give up drugs, program staff provide opportunities 
for learning and practicing more constructive and responsible patterns of 
behavior. 

Organizational Context of the Programs 

High on a hill in suburban Vancouver, on a campus overlooking breath
taking views of lakes and heavily forested mountains, a group of Simon 
Fraser University (SFU) faculty members and administrators have gathered 
to discuss typical university topics: curriculum development, interdepart
mental coordination of courses, projected numbers of students for specific 
courses, and evaluation of instructors. Although the general concerns are 
integral to all universities, because of the location of the students and the 
population from which they have been recruited, the specific problems to 
be resolved are not typical. The students are located in prisons in areas 
remote from the campus; most are long-term drug-involved offenders com
mitted for very serious crimes. 

On a West Side, midtown Manhattan street teeming with people, including 
pimp'), prostitutes, and sellers of drugs and other illicit merchandise, in a 
windowless, oppressively hot and steamy conference room, the ex-addict 
director of the Stay'n Out therapeutic communities tells the story of how he 
became involved in the residential program that helped him beat his habit. 
While his story is not unusual for an ex-addict, the location and the 
residents of the therapeutic programs he directs are not typical. The com
munity programs are located inside correctional facilities in the city; the 
residents are drug-involved offenders who are within a year of being 
released. 

On the extensive metropolitan grounds of the Oregon State Mental 
Hospital, in a red brick gothic building featured in the film, "One Flew 
Over the Cuckoo's Nest," several administrators pore over figures detailing 
the institution's population, projected expenditures, and prioritized needs. 
Although fiscal planning is a necessary management activity in all mental 
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institutions, the hospital population on whom funds are to be expended are 
not typical mental patients. They are drug-involved offenders committed for 
serious crimes. Most are located in Oregon prisons; others have been 
transferred to the Cornerstone unit on the hospital grounds. 

Across the country in Florida, in the conference room of a Lantana 
hospital that resembles a large pink ship, administrators, medical directors, 
program personnel, and security staff gather to discuss work schedules and 
noteworthy problems. Unlike most medical facilities, access to the con
ference room requires clearance through two sets of heavy, electronically
controlled doors. The doors were specially added to control the movement 
of the resident population - youthful drug-involved offenders who have 
been sentenced to prison. 

Obviously, these scenarios taking place in diverse locations and contexts 
have a common purpose-providing programs for drug-involved offenders 
committed to prison. However, a more important commonality also exists. 
Contrary to the pervasive disillusionment with treatment and rehabilitation, 
these programs are providing a basis for optimism among criminal justice 
practitioners and researchers, and are evoking enthusiastic participation 
among the program providers, affiliated correctional personnel, and the in
mate participants. 

Organizationally, the programs are very different (see Table 2). The Simon 
Fraser University program is provided under contract with Her Majesty and 
administered by the Prison Education Program in the Department of Con
tinuing Education. The Stay'n Out Program holds a contract with the State 
of New York and is under the supervision of New York Therapeutic Com
munities Inc. The Cornerstone Program is part of the Oregon Department 
of Human Resources and a joint project of the Corrections Division and 
the Mental Health Division. And the Lantana program is provided and ad
ministered by the Florida Department of Corrections. 

The programs also vary by size. The Cornerstone Program is the smallest 
involving a maximum of 30 residentS at any given time. Stay'n Out current
ly operates three 35-bed units in a prison for males!i' The SFU program, 
operating in four institutions, cumulatively enrolls approximately 200 in
mates. The Lantana program also involves approximately 200 inmates, 
however, all inmates are housed in the same institution. 

Recidivism Among Program Participants 

The Simon Fraser University Prison Education Program reported by far the 
lowest recidivism rates. In a 1980 evaluation of the program sixty-five 
former students/inmates were compared with sixty-five non-student former 
inmates matched for time of release. Both groups had the same average 

>I< Stay'n Out also operates a unit in a facility for women. However, at the time of 
this study, the women's program did not appear to be functioning smoothly. 
Therefore, this report f('cuses primarily on the program in the correctional facility 
for men. 
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age. The students were more likely to be convicted for drug-related of
fenses; the comparison group for burglary. The average lengths of sentences 
served were slightly longer for the students, and the students were more 
likely to have histories of addiction to opiates; 56 percent of the students 
were former addicts compared to 21 percent of the non-students. On the 
average, students had more education before being imprisoned than the 
non-students (10.27 years compared to 8.45 years); however, 65 percent of 
the students had not completed high school. There was no significant dif
ference between the groups in terms of their Base Expectancy Scales or 
Recidivism Prediction Scores. 7 The follow-up study reported that while 50 
percent of the non-students returned to prison within three years after 
release, only 16 percent of the students returned.s 

Cornerstone graduates' reported recidivism rates were higher than the 
students', but low compared to the rates of other drug-involved offenders. 
The Cornerstone evaluation compared 144 former inmates who graduated 
from the program between 1976 and 1979 with three comparison groups: 
inmates who dropped out of the program within thirty days during the 
same years, all Oregon parolees with a history of alcohol or drug abuse 
who were released in 1974, and a similar population released in Michigan 
during the same time. The Cornerstone dropouts had the highest rates of 
recidivism, with 74 percent returning to prison within three years after 
rl!lease. The Michigan group had between 45 and 50 percent who returned, 
and the Oregon parolees, 37 percent. The Cornerstone graduates had the 
lowest rate of recidivism with 29 percent returning to prison within three 
years. 9 

In an initial study, Stay'n Out measured outcome in terms of arrest on 
parole. Stay'n Out graduates appeared to have significantly lower recidivism 
when compared to inmates who applied to participate in Stay'n Out, but 
for administrative reasons could not participate. Among inmates who ap
plied but did not participate, 41 percent were arrested during parole; among 
graduates of Stay'n Out, 27 percent were arrested during parole. Stay'n Out 
graduates also appeared to have lower rates of arrest than inmates who had 
undergone milieu treatment (35% arrested) and counseling treatment (40% 
arrested). 10 A more recent study of Stay'n Out showed that 44 percent of 
Stay'n Out participants were eventually reincarcerated after leaving prison. 
However, only 30 perC''''Tlt of participants who remained in the program for 
nine months to a year were reincarcerated. ll 

The follow-up evaluation of Lantana graduates did not include a com
pari:::on group. However, in 1983 the reported estimated recidivism rate 
among all inmates paroled after 1977 was 18 percent. 12 

Obviously. none of the program evaluations used designs incorporating ran
dom assignment of inmate volunteers to experimental (program) and con
trol (nonprogram) groups. The evaluations also did not incorporate the 
most state-of-the-art analyses such as recent techniques for studying 
recidivism. 13 And more rigorous evaluations of the programs certainly ne~d 
to be carried out. However, it is remarkable that the effort was made to 
follow the behavior of participants. It is noteworthy that the programs 
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Table 2: 

Comparison of Four Programs for Imprisoned Drug-involved Offenders 

Primary 
approach of 
program 

Program 
activities 

Cornerstone 

Comprehensive social! 
psychologicaL Stress on 
individual responsibility. 
Individual needs assessment 
and development of basic 
social and psychological 
skills to live responsibly. 
Includes therapeutic com
munity organization for 
inmates before release and 
aftercare 

Group and individual coun
seling dealing with compre
hensive social!pyschological 
and interpersonal problems. 
Life skills group sessions. 
Encounter groups. 
Seminars. Inmates divided 
into two families of 16 who 
as a group assign jobs for 
keeping unit clean and per
form other "family func
tions" such as deciding TV 
schedule 

Program 
Lantana Stay'n Out 

"Therapeutic Communities" 
(Lantana and Stay'n Out) 

"Tough love" method of teaching individual responsi
bility, mutual trust, self-discipline. Inmates progress 
through several stages of increasing responsibility and 
privileges such as more desirable rooms 

Drug counseling; encounter 
groups, other types of 
group sessions; vocational 
training; recreation; com
munity service. A private 
sector industry was recently 
added 

Participation with same 
group of 10 inmates in 
encounter groups, group 
counseling. Attending 
seminars on various topics. 
Hierarchical job assignments 
such as keeping housing 
unit clean and orderly 

Simon Fraser 

University education 

Moral development through 
humanistic liberal arts 
education; recognizing 
alternative decisions 

Virtually all on-campus 
activities at liberal arts 
colleges: attending lectures 
and seminars; library 
research; writing papers, 
essays, poetry; informal 
discussions of literature, 
current events, families, 
publications 

I 
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Table 2: 

Comparison of Four Programs for Imprisoned Drug-involved Offenders 
(continued) 

Program 

Cornerstone Lantana Stay'n Out 

Type of Residential unit on hospital Medium security correc- Three dormitory units in 
program grounds including bed- tional security facility on medium security correc-
setting rooms, day-rooms, kitchen, hospital grounds tional institution including 

recreational areas day rooms* 

Hours in- Initially 24- gradually 8 - 12 hours curriculm. All hours not involved in 
mates are decreases as jobs and other other prison events such as 
in program community activities are 24 hours in institution (ex- meals and work 

approved cept for community work) area each 
day 

Daytime ac- Gradual participation in Community service in Meals, work assignments; 
tivities out- community, includes beaches and parks; virtually same as other 
side pro- AAlNA meetings, jobs, CIVITAS projects such inmates 
gram area volunteer work. recreation as a weekly car wash 

such as hikes, picnics, 
films. Aftercare - supervised 
living and continued group 
counseling 

Number of 18 8 15* 
full time (counselors) 
program 
staff 

Simon Fraser 

Separate academic buildings 
including classrooms, of-
fices, library, study area 

7.5 hours weekdays 
excluding lunch time 

Meals, appointments out-
side program area with 
medical, psychological, area 
social-welfare staff 

7** staff 
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Table 2: 

Comparison of Four Programs for Imprisoned Drug-involved Offenders 
(continued) 

Background 
require
ments for 
program 
staff 

Primary 
program 
staff 
functions 

Program 
staff 
security 
tasks 

Cornerstone 

Professional degrees in 
psychology/mental health; 
psychological counseling 
experience 

Case management; in
dividual counseling; group 
counseling; oversight of alI 
inmate activities before and 
after release 

Staff also provide range of 
services for other mental 
hospital and prison units 

Total sup~rvision 

Program 
Lantana 

Masters degree/experienced 
counselors 

~ 

Stay'n Out 

Directors - TC experience, 
Masters degree; 
counselors - ex-addicts/ 
experienced - TC "grads" 

Oversight of group activities (see above); individual 
counseling; running group sessions; drug education 

Cooperation with security 
staff 

Cooperation with security 
staff 

Simon Fraser 

University faculty 
(academk credentials such 
as Ph,Ds, publications) 

Teaching university courses 
(including Certificate pro
gram in literacy instruction) 

Oversight of extracurricular 
activities 

Advising individual 
students 

Curriculum development 
Coordination with main 
campus 

Total supervision in 
program area 



Table 2: 
Comparison of Four Programs for Imprisoned Drug-involved Offenders 
(continued) 

Program 
Cornerstone Lantana Stay'n Out Simon Fraser 

Number of 0 Total staff for all shifts 1/unit 0 

security 22 supervisory; 44 correc-

guards tional officers 

assigned to 

>-l 
each pro-

::r gram area 
Cl> during each 
61 shift 
c .... 
"'d Hours 24 hours/everyday Security: 24 hours/everyday 40 hours/week 37.5 hours/week ..... 
0 

(JQ program Counselors: 8:30 am - 4:30 pm 
...., 
III staff 8 am - 9 pm, Mon-Thurs 
:3 formally on 8 am - 5 pm, Friday 
en .. 8 am - 4 pm, Sunday 
CJ site 
0 
:3 

Materials All materials except major All materials :3 
Drug education, ad- Textbooks and teaching 

0 supplied medical (meals by hospital) ministrative materials supplies 
::l 

tI1 by program 
CD 
:3 

Agency (l) Oregon Mental Health Florida DOC Therapeutic Communities Simon Fraser University 
::l ..... Providing Department of New York, Inc. (private) 
en 

tv 
Program -
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Table 2: 

Comparison of Four Programs for Imprisoned Drug-involved Offenders 
(continued) 

Program 
Cornerstone Lantana Stay'n Out 

Form of Cooperative A.greement Contractual 
agreement 
with De-
partment of 
Corrections 

Number of 2* 
program sites 
(institutions) 

Number of 32 (Designed) 187 (35/unit) 105 
total pro-
gram "slots" 

Criteria for • Voluntary application • Self-report of drug use • Desire for treatment 
selection • Referral from drug • Male • Within 2 years of parole 

counselor in prison • (other formal criteria not board appearance 
• Not primarily a sex in effect such as age • Positive participation in 

offender 16-25) other programs for 6 
• Not likely to become months 

psychotic under stress • History of substance 
• No history of escapes abuse/involvement in 
• Eligible for minimum drug culture 

security 

Simon Fraser 

Contractual 

4 

(Approx.) 200 

• Open admission 
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Table 2: 

Comparison of Four Programs for Imprisoned Drug-involved Offenders 
(continued) 

Criteria for 
selection 
(continued) 

Urinalysis! 
breathalyzer 
monitoring 

Participation 
duration 

Minimum 

Maximum 
time in 
program 

Time in 
supervised 
aftercare 

Cornerstone 

• Within 6 - 18 months of 
release 

• Intent to reside in Oregon 
after p.!lease 

(Cornerstone; is the only co
ed program) 

Yes 

6 months 

18 months 

6 months 

Program 

Lantana 

No 

3 months 

36 months 

0 

Stay'n Out 

• No violent institutional 
infractions within 8 
months 

• No history of sex crimes, 
severe mental illness or 
escapes 

No 

6 months 

36 months 

0 

Simon Fraser 

No 

1 semester 
(13 weeks) 

Unlimited 

Regular 
student 
status 
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Table 2: 

Comparison of Four Programs for Imprisoned Drug-involved Offenders 
(continued) 

Program 
costs 

Fees 
charged to 
inmate! 
participants 

Cornerstone 

Total costs 1987-1988: 
$530,000; Approximately 
$48r inmate daily 

Yes - parole fees 

Program 
Lantana 

Total cost 1986: 
Approximately $2.4 M; 
S35.20/inmate daily 

No 

Stay'n Out 

Total cost for 1986-1987*: 
$700,154; Approximately 
$I4/inmate daily 

No 

Simon Fraser 

Total cost for 1988: 
$417,000 (Canadian); 
(Approximately $1,200 
annually per full time 
student) 

Yes-tuition fees 

* Stay'n Out has a program for 40 women (an additional staff of 5) in a Manhattan facility; only the program in the men's facility on Staten Island is 
discussed in this report. Program costs for 1986 - 1987 include the womens' program and two units for the men. The third unit for the men was add
ed while this study was in progress. The total cost in 1987-1988 for the three men's units and the women's unit was $776,407. 

** Additionally other full time faculty members teach one or two courses a :;emester at the prison location. 



targeted persistent "heavy" drug-involved offenders; for example, the SFU 
students followed up in the evaluation had an average of six periods of in
carceration as adults, an average of three incarcerations as juveniles, and an 
average age of fifteen at first conviction. Based on prior histories the prog
nosis for post-release adjustment among the program participants was poor. 
For example, 56 percent of SFU students were rated as less than good on 
the Recidivism Prediction Scale. Yet arrest rates and reincarceration among 
these groups of offenders were low. 

Similarly, Cornerstone participants' average age was thirty-one and they 
first started abusing substances at an average age of 12.5 years. The average 
age at first arrest was 13.6, and the average number of adult arrests was 
13.7; they had an average of 6.9 adult felony convictions and had spent an 
average of over seven years incarcerated as adults. 14 

Elliott Quinones is a typical Stay'n Out participant. 

Quinones first shot heroin when he was fifteen years old. At fifteen he 
was also arrested for the first time; for petty larceny with a pistol. 
During the next fifteen years he used heroin and cocaine, beginning as 
a seller, then a uscr. He was arrested twenty-seven times, had fifteen 
convictions, and spent nine years in jail. 

His last arrest was at the end of 1974 on a drug charge. 13 

Robbery was the modal charge for which Stay'n Out participants were in
carcerated (430,10); over 17 percent of other participants were incarcerated 
for burglary. Participants averaged 8.8 prior arrests, four prior adult convic
tions, and previously served an average of four years in jail or prison. They 
abused drugs for an average of ten years before entering Stay'n Out, and 
three months before their incarceration were most likely to be using heroin 
or c()caine. 16 

Although Lantana participants are primarily too young to have accumu
lated an adult criminal record, according to the accounts of program staff 
and self-reports, they typically have been involved in using drugs and com
mitting crimes persistently since early adolescence. 

Although they vary in size and organization, several elements of program 
delivery are remarkably similar. Common factors appear to enhance effec
tiveness and, in part, explain their longevity. In the following section we 
discuss these commonalties. 

The Programs Function Operationally as "Guests" in Previously 
Established "Host" Facilities 

Although the programs are innovative in terms of their approaches for 
dealing with inmates, they are all located in institutions that have had long
term experience in housing and providing essential services for incarcerated 
populations. Both the Simon Fraser University Program and the Stay'n Out 
program operate within prison facilities in areas dedicated to program use. 
The Lantana and Cornerstone programs are both housed in exclusive 
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areas in hospitals run by state departments other than corrections. 

Operating as "guests" in a host institution has definite drawbacks. As 
discussed in the section on barriers, the programs are not entirely welcome 
guests and must frequently justify using space. However, the advantages ap
pear to offset the problems. A primary advantage is the reduction of opera
tional costs. Facility repair, food services, and other mundane costs are 
often prohibitively high for independent programs with small numbers of 
residents. For large institutions hosting small programs, the costs of hous
ing and providing essential services for program participants are marginal. 
Therefore, "guest" status allows the programs to provide intensive services 
to a small group of residents at relatively low average cost per program par
ticipant. For example, the Cornerstone program only involves thirty 
residents and provides treatment on a 24-hour basis; however, because it 
operates as an adjunct of the State Hospital, the average daily cost per par
ticipant is lower than those for inmates in the Oregon Women's Correc
tional Center which houses a population of eighty female offenders (see 
Table 2 for program costs). 

Similarly, the Stay'n Out Therapeutic Communities operate as units of the 
Arthur Kill Correctional Facility on Staten Island in New York. The 
medium-security facility, located in one of the few remaining areas of 
marsh lands and woods in the city, has a total population of approximately 
800. The population of inmates assigned to the Stay'n Out units constitutes 
less than 15 percent of the total population. Other medium security correc
tional facilities in New York State with total populations about the same 
size as the Stay'n Out population (100 or fewer inmates) have costs that are 
approximately twice as high per inmate as the costs at Arthur Kill. 
Therefore, if Stay 'n Out were to be housed in its own independent facility, 
costs would double. 

The SFU Program operates in bungalows or trailers on the grounds of both 
maximum and medium security institutions, typically housing populations 
of 250 to 350 inmates. During each academic semester, SFUcourses enroll 
approximately 15 to 20 percent of the inmates incarcerated in the institu
tions they serve. The Lantana program shares the hospital facility with state 
patients requiring long-term care. Obviously, because of economies of scale, 
the costs of feeding, clothing, housing, and providing other essential ser
vices for the participants in all programs are lower than if they functioned 
independently. 

In addition to the fiscal advantages, the guest relationship allows the pro
gram staff to focus on activities integral to ·program approach rather than 
being burdened with the oversight of many day-to-day operational activities. 
The extent to which the staff is free to pursue purely programmatic goals 
rather than institutional objectives depends on the contractual structure of 
the guest/host relationship. These relationships vary among the programs 
from formal guest services provided during specific hours on specific days 
to essentially a common-law marriage. 

Among thl! four programs, Stay'n Out and SFU contractually provide the 
most limited services. Although the program staff must be cognizant of 
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and adhere to the daily operations of their host institution, the staff con
centrates primarily on providing program activities. More specifically, the 
Stay'n Out staff contractually provides treatment to program participants 
and partial supervision during weekday, daytime hours. All other essential 
services are provided by the New York Department of Correctional Services 
staff at the facility. By contract, the SFU staff provides classes for enrolled 
inmates and total supervision while the inmates are in the academic area, 
typically from 8:30 am to 4:30 pm weekdays except for meals. All other ser
vices are provided by the Department of Correctional Services staff at the 
four prison facilities. 

Cornerstone and Lantana are responsible for providing services on a 
twenty-four-hour-a-day basis, and the program staff are more involved in 
day-to-day facility operations. The Cornerstone program operates in a wing 
of a building that is part of the Oregon State Hospital. As part of the in
teragency agreement, the treatment staff provides total supervision of 
residents on a twenty-four-hour-a-day, seven-day-week basis, in addition to 
all counseling, treatment, and case management. A parole officer provides 
additional supervision for program participants who, shortly before official 
release, spend increasing amounts of time in the community. All other 
essential services, except for medical and dental services, are provided by 
cooperative agreement with the hospital staff employed by the Department 
of Mental Health. Medical and dental services are provided by the Correc
tions Division at the neighboring Oregon Penitentiary. 

Lantana also operates in a state hospital facility. However, the Lantana per
sonnel assume many more facility operational duties than the Cornerstone 
staff. The treatment staff constitute only a fraction of the personnel needed 
to .;onduct the non-treatment components of the program. For example, the 
Lantana security staff supervise Lantana inmates who operate the laundry 
facilities shared by both the hospital and the treatment facility. The popula
tion in the hospital has been declining, and as the hospital staff has been 
reduced, the treatment facWty staff have taken over more responsibility for 
grounds and plant maintenance. Food preparation is carried out by the 
hospital staff but served in a dining room within the treatment facility con
fines. And expendable materials used by the treatment program are 
wareh'.msed by the hospital but ordered and paid for by the Lantana staff. 
Rathel' than a contractual division of duties, the major divisions are agreed 
on by the Florida State secretaries and operational responsibilities are 
agreed on by the on-site supervisory staff of the hospital and the Lantana 
program. 

Consonant with Their Innovative Operational Arrangements 
with Host Institutions, the Programs Have Nontraditional 
Sources of Fiscal Support and Creative Forms of Fiscal 
Administration 

Most traditional prison programs operate as an integral part of correctional 
institutions, are provided by employees of the department of corrections, 
and are funded directly out of the department's budget. When funds are 
scarce and programs have lower priority for correctional administrators 
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than security and basic operational needs, the budget for the programs may 
be the first line to be cut. Additionally, although many correctional ad
ministrators value programs and protect them at all costs, changes in ad
ministration may lead to reduced budgets for formerly valued programs. 
The longevity of the programs described in this report is in part explained 
by the special sources of funds that are earmarked for the use of the pro
gram and administered separately from other correctional services. Lantana, 
which has been in operation since 1974, is funded through monies allocated 
for "youthful offender" programs. 

Since its inception in 1977, Stay'n Out was administered by New York 
Therapeutic Communities under contract with the Division of Substance 
Abuse services. The funds for the Stay'n Out program currently are 
legislatively approved as contractual monies for New York Therapeutic 
Communities Inc. designated in the New York State Executive Budget. 

Established in 1976, Cornerstone is administered by the Department of 
Mental Health through a cooperative agreement with the Department of 
Corrections. The funds for the program are legislatively allocated to the 
Department of Corrections and derived from the beer and wine tax which 
is collected by the State Office of Alcohol and Drug Programs. In turn, 
Cornerstone pays rent to the State Hospital, but is technically separate 
from the hospital since it cannot meet the standards of the Joint Commis
sion of Accreditation of Hospitals. (Cornerstone is licensed by the Depart
ment of Mental Health as a residential treatment program.) Although the 
funds are allocated to the program through the Department of Corrections, 
the department does not have the discretion to use the funds for other 
purposes. 

Similarly, part of the funds used by the 16-year old SFU program have 
been nationally legislated and designated for the specific purpose of in
creasing literacy. The legislation could have shifted funds from the universi
ty program to more basic education. However, the director of the SFU pro
gram responded with a concept that enhanced both the university program 
and the attempt to combat illiteracy, a university course in teaching literacy. 
SFU holds a contract utilizing the funds to provide courses for inmates 
who are trained and certified as reading instructors. In turn, the in
mate/tutors provide many more hours of instruction for illiterate inmates 
than could be provided by teachers who are on staff at the institutions; and 
since correctional services administrators must account for the funds 
designated for reducing illiteracy, the monies cannot be used for other 
operational needs. 

All Programs Have Formal or Informal Ongoing Interactions 
with legislators or Senior State Administrators Who Are Com
mitted to Preserving the Program 
Commitment to the program by legislators and administrators provides ad
ditional assurance of continued funding. In general, the legislators and ad
ministrators who are advocates of the programs are so because they have a 
sustained interest in changing conditions that roster criminal behavior, and 
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early in the history of the program, they were presented with evidence that 
the program presented minimal risk to the community. In Stay'n Out and 
Lantana, the evidence was first based primarily on the personal experiences 
of people who later advanced to executive positions. For Cornerstone and 
the SFU program, the evidence was based on more formal data collection 
efforts. 

To foster and maintain this early commitment, the program directors pro
vide their champions with ample, detailed information about program 
activities and results. Tours of program facilities with visiting dignitaries are 
encouraged. And ceremonial occasions create opportunities for the program 
advocates to be presented positively in the media along with program staff 
and inmate participants. For example, Stay'n Out graduation ceremonies are 
gala affairs attended by many dignitaries. 

In addition to highly publicized events, the directors and program staff also 
encourage interactions between inmates, legislators, and top-level ad
ministrators, that provide opportunities for mutual education that is fre
quently eye-opening for all participants. For example, inmate students in 
the SFU program have invited government officials to give guest lectures 
and attend seminars. The very fact that such people agree to participate in 
program activities is frequently amazing to the inmates who, for the most 
part, have long felt alienated from and hostile to government agencies. In 
turn, the government officials are impressed by the articulateness and 
thoughtful concerns of inmate students, many of whom are drawn from the 
least educated and most deviant populations in the province. 

The Program Providers Are Drawn From Outside the Field of 
Corrections or Are Considered to Be Atypical Corrections 
Personnel 
Just as the funds for the programs are allocated outside the general correc
tional budget, the program providers are generally drawn from outside the 
general pool of correctional staff. 

The Simon Fraser program staff most clearly have no ties to the field of 
corrections. They are drawn from those on the university faculty who have 
previously developed and demonstrated heuristic skills in classrooms outside 
the prison context. Prior to their involvement with the prison program, 
most have had no contact with inmates or correctional personnel. 

Most of the Cornerstone staff are also drawn from outside the correctional 
field, primarily from clinical psychology. Although they may have had ex
perience dealing with substance abusers, most of their clients were not in
mates. The parole officer assigned to the program volunteered for the job 
when the position was first created-at that time he was the only officer 
interested in working with the program. Although formally he is an 
employee of the corrections division, he functions more as an integral part 
of the Cornerstone program than the parole agency. 

The Stay'n Out staff is composed primarily of ex-addicts, many of whom 
were formerly inmates. Most of the corrections officers assigned to the 
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Stay'n Out units have held the post for many years and appear to be entire
ly comfortable with the high involvement of inmates in organizing and 
supervising activitip.s. Major responsibility for program operations has been 
assumed by a former corrections officer who was hired by the Stay'n Out 
executive director when she decided to leave the DOCS. 

The Lantana staff are persons drawn from within the Department of Cor
rections and a variety of outside fields, primarily psychology. However, the 
staff drawn from corrections perceive themselves as nontraditional, both in 
their own eyes and the eyes of corrections officers and administrators out
side the program. They reported that, at regional meetings, correctional 
staff from outside Lantana refer to them as the "kiddy" program, because 
of the assignment to deal with youthful offenders. Moreover, the ad
ministrators made it clear that they look for particular attributes in hiring 
security staff. For example, one administrator pointed out that "You need 
to select a correctional officer who can be flexible and isn't afraid of 
change; a person who's program oriented and sensitive to the needs of the 
inmates. You need a more professional staff for this kind of a program - a 
person who can get along with the [staff in] other departments. Someone 
with more patience than most officers; one that's willing to give the pro
gram a chance." 

A relatively high number of staff members in all programs indicated that 
their involvement was not limited to their professional position. Rather, 
they saw their work as instrumental to a higher purpose. Many staff 
members spoke about their commitment to the program in terms of fun
damental philosophical values including religious philosophy and 
humanitarianism. Although there was an undercurrent of missionary zeal in 
the programs, it was far from fanatical and generally balanced with a keen 
sense of humility and humor. 

Although the Staff Was For the Most Part Drawn From Out
side Corrections, Senior Persons in all Pl'ograms had Developed 
a Long-Term, Ongoing Cooperative Relationship With Senior 
Staff Members Within the Coordinating Prisons 

Initially, when the programs were introduced, almost all correctional staff 
were hostile to the program staff and extremely skeptical about program 
concepts and activities. Gradually, senior program staff members developed 
strong personal cooperative relationships with senior correctional staff 
members. The programs that appeared to be functioning with little or no 
friction between correctional and program staff had developed multiple for
mal and informal alliances. For example, the Oregon Corrections Division 
has formalized the alliance by deputizing the director of treatment services, 
and recruiting a staff member who has long-term experience and allegiance 
to both corrections and drug treatment; he works hand in hand with both 
the prison programs coordinator and the Cornerstone director. Additionally, 
one of the senior Cornerstone counselors functions essentially in partner
ship with a parole officer who has been assigned exclusively to handle Cor
nerstone residents during temporary release and after parole. 
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Although hostility of more traditional correctional officers was still evident 
in some facilities in which the programs take place, at least one senior pro
gram staff member and one correctional staff member formally or infor
mally had assumed a joint ombudsman role for resolving conflicts that 
arise between program and correctional staff. Typically, the people who 
have forged this key alliance are a member of the program staff with major 
responsibilities for day-to-day operations of the programs and the correc
tional staff member in charge of coordinating other prison programs such 
as prison industry and basic education. 

The correctional program directors who assumed the ombudsman role 
generally took proprietary interest in the program. Like the directors of the 
programs, they were experienced practitioners with a healthy skepticism 
about the extent of behavior change that could be produced by prison pro
grams. Yet they were enthusiastic about the incremental changes the pro
gram in their particular facility appeared to produce. And they saw pro
gram successes as an integral part of the goals of their overall correctional 
agenda. 

The Program Providers Are Committed to Realistic, Limited, 
Incremental Goals 

According to the highest principles of corrections administrators, the goals 
of programs for offenders are to " ... enhance self-worth, community in-
tegration, and economic status ... to support individuals in their efforts 
to become self-sufficient and law-abiding.,,'7 Although the personal 
philosophies of many of the program providers are broader then these prin
ciples, their professional programmatic goals are more limbted and, in many 
ways, more realistic. They are aware of the difficulties of changing human 
thought processes and behavior and focus on incremental changes over 
time. In fact, rapid major changes in behavior are regarded with suspicion. 
"Our brightest stars are the ones most likely to fall," one director noted. 

In part, their realism is based on an acute awareness of the backgrounds of 
the people with whom they are dealing. As previously noted, many inmates 
involved in the programs are school dropouts, who never had or expected to 
have steady employment or stable relationships with other people. 

The personal experience of some staff members also adds to the limits on 
the goals they set. A relatively high proportion of the staff in three of the 
programs are themselves former substance abusers. Although Stay'n Out is 
the only program that explicitly hires ex-addicts for program staff, a 
number of staff members in the Lantana program and the Cornerstone pro
gram are recovering alcoholics/drug users. Through their own experience 
they know that it is a lot easier to express a desire to stop using drugs than 
to actually do so. Several of them cycled through programs several times 
before giving up their addictions. And they are very wary of "instant" 
recovery among program participants. 

Additionally, goals are also limited by the constant realization that the pro
gram participants are not only substance abusers, but also criminal, many 
highly active predators. Many of the staff members commented that they 
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never forgot that they were dealing with people who had robbed, assaulted, 
or in other ways hurt people. They pointed out that they weren't dealing 
with sick people or mentally ill people. They were dealing with inmates 
who had to be able to think in extraordinary ways to commit the crimes 
for which they were incarcerated. 

The Programs Involve Offenders 'Who Mentally Are Capable of 
learning New Concepts 

The inmates who are involved in the programs are drawn from a spectrum 
of ethnic groups, racial backgrounds, geographical areas, and age groups, 
but most appear to have at least one common trait-they are bright. 
Typically, they learned more on city streets than in school, but their lack of 
formal education does not appear to be indicative of lack of intelligence. 
On the contrary, when they believe lessons to have practical benefit, they 
learn quickly. And although their knowledge of grammar and vocabularies 
initially may be limited, when projecting their own beliefs and needs, many 
are articulate. 

Since all programs involve group sessions for decision making and verbally 
grappling with motives for behavior, inmates who are mentally or intellec
tually handicapped have difficulties in participating. Functional illiteracy 
too may present a piOblem in participating in many activities that require 
reading and writing skills; however, often program participants who are il
literate because they were absent from school rapidly improve their reading 
and writing skills in order to be able to participate. 

Although institutional security regulations require screening inmates for in
stitutional violence or prior escapes (see Table 2), the only requirements 
that appear to be necessary for program participation are mental stability, a 
normal or above intelligence, and a desire to participate. 

The Programs Embody Multiple and Eclectic Approaches 
Toward Dealing with Offenders 

Rather than assuming that drug use or any other factor is the sole or 
primary cause of past criminal behavior, the directors and primary person
nel demonstrated an understanding of the multiple factors that increase the 
chance of an offender taking drugs and committing another crime. They 
were concerned about individual, family, cultural, and environmental fac
tors. Additionally, all rejected simple or single approaches to changing 
behavior. Instead they concentrated on processes known to lead an in
dividual to refine his or her self concept and to reinterpret the meaning of 
his or her own actions and others' behavior. All displayed a commitment to 
building an effective program of integrated activities rather than to proving 
a set theory or single approach. "We throw everything at them - including 
the kitchen sink," said one director in summary. 
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Many Important Skills Are Developed by the Program Par
ticipants by Carrying Out Activities That Are Not Necessarily 
Formally Defined as Part of the Program 

Each program provides a core set of primary activities that are formally 
mandated. For example, SFU provides a minimum number of hours of 
classroom instruction, Cornerstone and Lantana provide a set number of 
sessions administered by professional staff, and Stay'n Out specifically pro
vides group sessions run by ex-addicts. 

However, probably just as important or more important in reducing 
recidivism, are secondary activities that provide an opportunity to learn and 
practice skills essential for maintaining "normal" lives after release. Most 
generally, the programs provide the opportunity to learn and refine 
organizational and management skills, effective interpersonal communica
tion skills - especially negotiation rather than confrontation - and perhaps 
most important, alternative, meaningful, personally gratifying ways of 
spending leisure time. (These activities are summarized in Table 2 and 
described in more detail throughout the following sections; program staff 
who may be contacted for program materials are listed in Appendix A.) 

Each Program Incorporates Written Documentation of the Pro
gress of the Inmate Participants that is Produced Collaborative
Iy by the Inmates and the Program Staff 

Cornerstone, Stay'n Out, and Lantana all maintain documents, written by 
the inmates and staff, that record each participant's status, objectives, 
allowed activities, and goals as he or she progresses through the program. 
For example, for Lantana inmates to become eligible for more advanced 
stages of the program (and more desirable rooms), they must prepare an 
essay stating what they have learned and why they think they should be 
allowed to progress. 

Written documentation of the inmates in the Simon Fraser University pro
gram is essentially the same as the written materials produced by university 
programs around the world. Exams, papers, essays, dissertations, and 
research reports document the student's learning progress. Critical reviews 
and grades document the interaction with the faculty. 

The contents of these documents frequently arc unlike those of most 
university materials. Anger, crime, and the despair of confinement are cons
tant motifs. Yet the progressive development from bare literacy to profes
sional quality is captured in the inmates' work. 

The documents produced by the other programs are more prosaic and, 
generally, less literate, but no less illuminating in reflecting the inmates' in
trospection and development from initial participation in the program to 
senior status. 
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Solitary Confinement l8 

in the greasy small hours 
they creep out of the shadowed cracks 
nipping and pinching 

and crawling all over 
slimy and frightening 

carrying bravery 
away 

with timidity's ease 
beauty 

with the same disregard as plainness 

hefting truth with the lightness of a lie 

you never writhe your way to morning 
soon enough 

traveller 
the whining and whimpering 

choreograph themselves 
with your tapping foot 

changing colour 
as you flood yourself 

with artificial light 
in make believe morning 
pillow on the head for make believe night 

your choirboy eyes 
bright 

in deadlocked pallor 
i am ok ma 

the food is good the people here are really great 
and time is passing fast i wiII be home soon 
it will be a fresh start in the meantime 
keep an eye on joan and the kids 

love ronnie 

Ii?> 1987 -David Emmonds 

All Programs Have Worked Out Methods to Preserve the 
Privacy of the Participants but at the Same Time to Provide 
Security 

Given the sensitivity of the topics explored by the inmates and the staff, in 
order for the inmates to express themselves, they must feel fairly confident 
that recorded materials will not be used against them. Staff in all four pro
grams are able to provide that assurance. Corp,~rstone's records, for example, 
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are protected by the rules of the Oregon Department of Mental Health and are 
not available to correctional personnel. The records are not used for parole 
decisions. Neutral reports are given to the Department of Corrections if an 
inmate is returned to the prison. And if there is any difficulty with a resident, 
procedures have been established that allow his or her immediate removal 
from the unit and return to the general prison population. 

Under security procedures, Cornerstone residents are considered to be 
inmates - not mental health patients. The Director of Correctional neat
ment Programs has a joint position in the Department of Mental Health 
and Department of Corrections. Formally, Cornerstone residents are in
mates temporarily released in his custody. If there is any basi::; for believing 
that a resident poses an immediate danger, the director has the responsibili
ty of insuring that the staff follow the security guidelines. 

The Cornerstone program has three absolute taboos: 

• No drug use (or alcohol use), 
• No violence or threats of violence, 
• No sexual activity. 

Any infractions of these rules are immediate grounds for the Director of 
Correctional Treatment Program to transfer the violator back to a Depart
ment of Corrections facility. Since the facilities are only a few blocks apart, 
immediate transfer at any time of day or night is logistically practical. 

Informally, the Director of Correctional Treatment Programs defers to the 
Director of the Cornerstone Program since the latter has far more contact 
with the inmates and is in a better position to spot a security threat. When 
he is on the unit, the director constantly monitors program activities to be 
sure no taboos are violated and all activities are being carried out according 
to protocol. For example, watching one of the clients in animated conversa
tion with a woman student who had participated in R college class visit, he 
quickly positioned himself to observe whether the resident was "trying to 
use the visit as a dating service". 

To assure compliance with the ban on drug use, Cornerstone uses urine 
tests conducted by the drug testing unit at the hospital. The costs of the 
tests are not trivial; however, the use of the tests allows for maximum 
security without the even higher cost of security personnel. All inmates 
returning to the Cornerstone unit from the outside community are given a 
breathalyzer test (for alcohol) as they come through the unit door. 

Searches of residents' rooms are conducted by the staff. Since these 
searches are likely to be considered by the residents as an intrusive action 
based on suspicion rather than trust, usually only one search a year is con
ducted and presented to the residents as an accountability requirement im
posed by outside agencies. 

The compliance with the ban on sexual activity and violence is visually 
monitored by the treatment staff twenty-four hours a day. Women are 
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assigned rooms nearest to the staff desk in the corridor to provide them 
with greater security. 

Additional security is provided by highly structured schedules for residents' 
daily activities and requiring adherence to the schedules. When activities in
volve leaving the program premises, residents fill out a log book, describing 
the time they leave, their destination, the purpose of their trip, the time it 
will take them to travel to the destination, to carry out activities at the 
destination, and to return to the program site, and the time they actually 
return. 

Although the Need for Security Demands That the Program 
Staff Maintain Minute-to-Minute Control Over the Participants, 
the Participants Feel That They "Own" the Program 

Several common programmatic structures and processes appear to foster the 
pride of ownership. In addition to the staff carrying out security functions, 
the inmate participants in all programs take responsibility for preserving 
discipline and order. Inmates in all programs seemed delighted to point out 
that other inmates in the general population misconstrued these activities 
and characterized them as "snitching" or "ratting." The program par
ticipants viewed their ability to assume these functions as a dividing line 
between ordinary prison Hfe, in which the inmates had to struggle for safe
ty and control, and, an extraordinary program life in which they were pro
vided with safety and granted limited control. 

Sometimes the correctional staff believe that at times inmates abuse their 
monitoring privileges. However, long-term staff members involved with the 
programs have found that, in most cases, careful supervision and quick 
responses to problems can solve the majority of difficulties without resor
ting to formal disciplinary actions. 

"You need to discuss this with the inmates - caution them about their de
meanor and try to smooth out the situation - iron out the difficulty. You 
always have to make a judgment call; whether you write up an inmate, or 
discuss [the problem] with the counselors, or take no action. But minor 
infractions are given back to the housle [other program inmate/leaders]." 

All programs have an inmate orgc:lization that deals with day-to-day 
management of program activities - including assigning inmates specific 
tasks to carry out, immediately reporting other inmates who violate security 
rules to program staff, and dealing with inmates who violate program (but 
not security) rules. 

SFU has a student council that handles all social activities and 
the general running of the program, including internal 
disciplinary problems such as cutting classes and Sleeping in
stead of coming to class. 
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Cornerstone is divided into two "family" groups of sixteen in
mates. "Families" meet and democratically decide what ac
tivities they want to pursue. Leaders elected by the inmates 
follow set procedures for presenting decisions to staff and get
ting permission for carrying out activities. 

Stay'n Out and 1 ::mtana both have a hierarchic inmate organi
zation that assumes responsibility for assigning, carrying out, 
and monitoring the completion of many program activities, in
cluding housekeeping tasks and recreational activities. Inmates 
who are newly assigned to the program are given the most 
menial tasks. As inmate residents progress through the pro
gram, they assume the responsibility for tasks requiring coor
dination and oversight. 

Many of the same activities are routinely carried Ollt by both inmates in 
the general population and inmates in the programs. Moreover, the space 
assigned to the program participants for carrying out these familiar ac
tivities is not necessarily newer, better, or very different from typical prison 
surroundings. However, program inmates come to regard routine activities 
as important, rather than onerous tasks imposed by authorities, or at best, 
just ways to do time. And their program area is seen as a better place than 
the rest of the institution. 

Stay'n Out participants perform many menial activities such as cleaning 
toilets, sinks, bathroom floors, making beds, painting, and refinishing 
floors. They also assume responsibility for administrative tasks such as 
keeping records and filing. Such a~tivities are of course performed by in
mates in all prisons. However, Stay'n Out residents talk about the activities 
as program activities that they are cooperatively carrying out as residents. 
They express great pride in the results of carrying Ollt the activities more 
rigorously than inmates in the general population. The residents point out 
that their units are cleaner, more attractive, more orderly, and better main
tained than the living units housing general population inmates. 

Similarly, most prisoners can take classes, have libraries and books accessi
ble, and may spend leisure time reading. For SFU students, a quiet place to 
read and access to books becomes a paramount concern. Unlike the 
squeaky clean feeling of the Stay'n Out units, some of the SFU academic 
areas look more typical of areas inhabited by students - papers in progress 
cluttering tables, stacks of books, and newspapers on couches. However, to 
the students, the area. was far more desirable than any other place within 
the prison walls. Several inmates remarked that being in the academic 
building was like being on an island far removed from the prison. 

Several programs have developed an oral history of extraordinary measures 
taken by program participants to preserve the program. The historical 
events generally illustrate the great value the participants place on the pro
gram and how only actions taken by participants could save the program. 
These histories are fostered by the staff and administration and passed on 
from participant to participant. 
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All Programs Have Some Formal or Informal Processes of Sup
port for Inmates After Release 

Cornerstone and SFU programs both have a formal process for continued 
affiliation with the program after release. SFU inmate students are en
couraged to finish their degrees at the Burnaby Campus. Scholarships and 
loans are made available and inmates who wish to continue are provided 
help in finding nearby affordable housing. 

Cornerstone staff coordinates services with a parole officer who is assigned 
only inmates from the program. This officer also is assigned as a tem
porary leave officer and becomes involved in the supervision of the inmates 
when they are issued leave to work in the community three months before 
they are paroled. During the months immediately before release, the in
mates are gradually given leaves of longer duration and the officer assumes 
greater responsibility for their supervision. 

The officer works shoulder to shoulder with a Cornerstone staff member 
who also becomes involved with the inmates in the months immediately 
before release and who also is assigned only Cornerstone participants who 
have been or are nearing return to the community. This two-person team 
works with inmates in planning for their future needs and preparing a 
parole plan several weeks before they are released. As a condition of parole, 
inmates are expected to sign a six-month contract with Cornerstone in 
which they agree to continue to attend a Cornerstone graduates group once 
a week, to meet with a Cornerstone counselor once a week, to attend an 
AA or NA meeting once a week, and to be monitored for substance abuse 
by urinalysis and breathalyzer tests approximately three times a week. In 
turn, Cornerstone agrees to provide counseling whenever needed, twenty
four hours a day, seven days a week. 

The Cornerstone staff member takes primary responsibility for overseeing 
the parolee's ongoing involvement in therapy; the parole officer, for oversee
ing the legal requirements of parole. However, operationally, both rnembC";, 
of the team and the counselor work as a triad in working with the 
parolees, ensuring that the provisions of parole are being met, providing 
counseling, and reviewing and modifying the steps individual parolees are 
taking to become integrated into the community. Additionally, they coor
dinate efforts with community volunteers who provide assistance in finding 
employment, housing, and resources for other needs. 

Participants who successfully complete parole ar~ given lifetime privileges 
including: 

• Crisis intervention and support, 
• Short-term counseling, 
• Access to program as visitors, 
• Day treatment, 
• Ongoing participation in graduates' groups, 
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Although SFU and Cornerstone are the only programs that have formalized 
mechanisms for aftercare, Stay'n Out, Lantana, and SFU have several staff 
members who, on their own initiative, provide assistance to inmates after 
release. They keep in touch with former program participants, provide prac
tical advice and counselling, track down former inmates who suddenly 
disappear to determine whether they need help, and persuade former par
ticipants to return to work with inmates as professionals in Stay'n Out 
or as volunteers in Lantana. 

Almost Everyone Connected with Each Program Derives 
Benefits 
Each program brought a set of ongoing problems for the correctional staff, 
the program providers, and the inmates; the problems and solutions are 
discussed in the next chapter. However, each set of actors felt that the pro
blems presented by the program were more than offset by the benefits they 
were deriving. Most generally, the correctional staff found the programs to 
be excellent inmate "management tools," the program providers have access 
to a literally captive audience from which to recruit, and the inmates found 
the physical comforts provided by the program much preferable to the stan
dard of living in the prism1 areas occupied by the general population. 

The Program Staff Are Realistic About Barriers to Successful 
Implementation 
This section of the report has described the common characteristics of 
the programs that appear to promote their ability to function successfully. 
However, as described in the following chapter, these common elements, by 
themselves, are not sufficient to insure continued program viability. Barriers 
to continued successful implementation constantly arise and require day-to
day and long-term processes of negotiation among all concerned 
individuals. 
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Chapter 3: BARRIERS TO 
SUCCESSFUL PROGRAM 
IMPLEMENTATION AND 
PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS 

... -

Successful implementation of drug-treatment programs for prisoners re
quires recognition of the barriers which frequently arise and preparation to 
overcome these barriers through flexibility and innovative practices. In this 
chapter, common impediments to program implementation are discussed 
and methods used to resolve these difficulties are described. 

In general, the barriers discussed in this chapter fall into four categories: 

• Shifts in program priorities, 

• Constraints on resources, 

• Staff resistance, 

• Inmate resistance. 

The methods successfully used to resolve these problems typically involve 
the following three steps: 

• Negotiation with all involved parties to determine their concerns 
and needs, 

• Development of a new program component to meet these con
cerns and needs, and 

• Implementation of the new program component in a manner 
that complements other program activities. 

Shifts in Program Priorities 

Shifts in program priorities can occur at any time and be initiated from 
many different sources, including new administrators inside or outside the 
institution, volunteers who offer beneficial services such as tutoring or 
leading self-help groups, businesses who are willing to train inmates in ex
change for establishing a lucrative prison industry, or even the inmates 
themselves. Although new program priorities may be beneficial for inmates, 
they can disrupt the smooth functioning of well-established programs. Pro
gram staff need to be flexible enough to meet the new priorities. 

An Example Problem. According to several staff members at Lantana, the 
program is no longer as effective as it was before the high priority for 
educational programs was shifted to vocational programs. Initially, the 
educational component played a vital role in the program. The educational 
component was carried on eight hours a day and incorporated drug 
counseling. 
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Three hundred inmates with long-term sentences were being served by the 
facility. The staff was very committed and everyone had the feeling that the 
program was doing a lot of good. There was an effort to modify the in
mates behavior through a team effort involving both the teachers and the 
counselors. Each inmate's progress was reviewed frequently. Classification 
staff, teachers, and counselors were all involved in decisions made about 
actions to take in regard to individual inmates. For example, if an inmate 
was becoming a disciplinary problem there was a team decision to reduce 
his "gain time." Or, if an inmate was having difficulty understanding the 
discussions in drug education classes, the needed vocabulary was introduced 
as part of the reading skills classwork he was doing. 

Vocational training was coordinated with more basic academic training and 
a vocational guidance counselor coordinated with job placement services at 
release. There was also a life skills course. For the inmates who already had 
high school degrees, courses taught by local college staff were available at 
night. 

Although the program appeared to be effective, administrators outside 
Lantana decided to focus on vocational training rather than education. The 
funds for the education program were cut and the number of teachers was 
reduced. Several classes, including the life skills class, were dropped and the 
position of vocational guidance counselor was eliminated. There was still 
some attempt to provide the means for hmates to get a OED, but not as 
many did. 

The night classes taught by local college faculty members continued for 
several years, but eventually were dropped because of the high turnover rate 
among student inmates and because of lack of consensus about which 
courses should be offered. 

The educational classes were never reintroduced and the integration of 
education into the overall program actually continued to go downhill when 
the decision was made to focus on vocational training. 

However, one of the staff' members indicated that because of the lack of 
academic skills among the inmates, many are not able to complete voca
tional training. Additionally, the lack of basic academic skills affects in
mates' ability to participate in the drug education discussions and the pro
gram components that require literacy. 

Today, according to one of the staff, rather than working as part of a 
team, the functions of the staff are prioritized with security first, housing 
and operations second, drugs third, and educational/vocational training a 
very low fourth. Rather than functioning as an important component in a 
holistic therapeutic community, at the time of this study, education was a 
r'eripheral activity. 

An Example Solution. The Simon Fraser University program was also 
threatened by a similar shift in priorities. Just as the decision was made in 
Florida to shift priority from educational programs to vocational training, a 
decision was made in Canada to use the education funds for increasing 
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literacy rather than higher forms of education. Unlike the Lantana program 
where one component was threatened, the entire SFU program was in 
jeopardy. 

Rather than fighting this new emphasis on literacy, the SFU staff involved 
in the prison programs turned it into an advantage for the program. 
Negotiating with both the university faculty and correctional services, they 
successfully Gonvinced both sets of actors to provide, as part of the univer
sity curriculum, classes for preparing inmate/students to teach literacy. 

As a result, the funds for the university program have been increased. Ad
ditionally, the inmate/students who are trained to teach literacy receive 
university credit and certificates, the inmates in need of literacy teaching 
receive instruction from people who they trust, and the correctional services 
administration has been able to accomplish one worthwhile priority without 
sacrificing another. 

Resource Constraints 

The most obvious resource constraint that can affect the viability and effec
tiveness of a program is a lack of or minimal availability of funding. Other 
less obvious but important resource constraints are restrictions on space 
and competition for inmates' time. 

Funding. As previously discussed, the four programs described in this 
report had developed sources of funds that were allocated independentlY 
from general funds for correctional services. This form of allocation 
pr~vented cutbacks in specific program services when general fund budgets 
had to be reduced. For example, in the Lantana facility, fiscal restraints led 
to severe cutbacks in the educational staff and programs; however, counsel
ing staff and programs were preserved because the funds for the counselors 
were not interchangeable. 

Although special allocations help preserve funds for specific program com
ponents during periods of severe fiscal limitation, the effectiveness of the 
program, or even its very existence, can be threatened by unanticipated in
creases in program costs due to actions beyond the control of the program 
staff. Programs are more or less vulnerable to increases in operating costs 
depending on the organizational and fiscal arrangements negotiated at the 
time the program is established. The more general the services provided by 
programs, the more vulnerable they are to increases in costs. 

An Example Problem. At the time of the study, the business manager at 
Lantana was struggling with increases in expenditures due to a more tran
sient population than in the past. Because of overcrowding in the state 
facilities as a whole, the movement of the inmate population tr..rough the 
Lantana facility was more rapid than in the past. Given the rapid turnover 
in inmates, the annual costs of one-time services or items provided to in
mates increased. According to the business manager, the line items that had 
increased most because of the more transient populations were: 
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• New clothing: "I tell them [Florida DOC administrators] maybe 
they can use the same pants two or even three times [for dif
ferent inmates], but they can't do that with underwear. I won't 
use underwear twice." 

• Physical exams/eye exams. 
• Eyeglasses: "About nine-tenths of them [new inmates] need 

glasses. I never see them wear them; but all have them. Even if 
they come from another institution, they're suppose to get them 
there but they never do. And I suppose if they go to another 
one from here they get another pair." 

• Dental care: "They need a lot of dental care-they have a right 
to dental care. Some of them have never seen a dentist in their 
life until they get here, So we fix them up, and then they leave, 
and the next one coming in probably has never seen a dentist." 

In addition to the increased costs caused by rapid turnover of inmates, 
Lantana was also experiencing increased medical costs due to a new court 
ruling which mandated inmates' rights to twenty-four-hour-a-day medical 
services, 

Example Solutions. Many of the fiscal problems experienced by the 
business manager at Lantana were avoided by the other programs because 
of their organizational and fiscal arrangements, Fiscally, Lantana operates 
as a Department of Corrections facility rather than as a program. As a 
facility, the Lantana staff was responsible for providing for all the needs of 
the inmates and had little control over the selection of or length of stay of 
the inmates who were assigned to the program. The other programs operate 
as units within the organizations housing them, are responsible for a 
discrete set of services (not including those listed above), and have control 
over the selection of the inmates who are sent to the program. 

Additionally, expenditures are reduced in other programs by making the in
mate participants aware of, and in part responsible for, programmatic costs. 
For one example, Cornerstone residents planning recreational or other ac
t.ivities must present the staff with a proposal, including the resources need
ed to carry out the activities, the cost implications, and the source of fiscal 
support. If the staff believes the proposal to be flawed for any reason, in
cluding material costs or staff supervision costs, they reject the proposal 
and provide the reasons for rejection. If the residents still want to carry out 
the activities, it is up to them to devise a more workable plan. 

For another example, as part of their prison work assignment, SFU inmate 
students carry out many clerical functions for the program. Through these 
activities they become aware of the budget for and costs of materials such 
as books, writing materials, and computer supplies. One inmate student 
and part-time lecturer holds the key to the university area supply cabinet 
and doles out educational materials on request. Although both the staff 
and other inmates sarcastically kid him about his stinginess, they also ex
press pleasure over his good management. 

A group of SFU inmate students also took the initiative to construct 
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several operative computers using components from units that had been 
abandoned. Knowing full well that requests for new units would not be met 
because of budgetary constraints, they asked for inoperative pes closeted in 
the facility, and under the direction of a knowledgeable inmate student, 
spent their recreational time reconstructing computers. These units have 
been set up in one room in the university area and the inmate students 
sinre them for preparing papers for university courses. 

Space. Ongoing negotiation over the allocation of space for program ac
tivities occupied a substantial portion of all program directors' time. In 
many institutions such negotiation may be needed because of actual space 
limitations and overcrowding. However, the struggle over space may be ex
acerbated by symbolic issues, based on power struggles between program 
staff and other administrative staff or other concerned partil"s. Each pro
gram has its own set of i!>sues but the essential issue is: who is in control? 

An Example Problem. Lantana had two sets of issues. Objections to using 
hospital space for housing inmates were raised by member:; of the com
munity, mainly young co ~ples in first homes and retired senior citizens. 
Although the superintendent and other key staff thought the program could 
function more economically with more inmates, they knew that enlarging 
the program would upset the truce they had negotiated with the 
community. 

An Example Solution. Negotiations with various citizen groups enabled the 
program to function without continual community resistance. Lantana ad
ministrators agreed to preserve the exterior appearance of the hospital 
building so that it was not obvious that the building housed prisoners. 
They also agreed to provide closely supervised inmates for ongoing com
munity service projects such as cleaning the parks and beaches. The former 
concession was a bane to the security personnel since they could not 
replace a low wire fence with a more traditional prison perimeter. However, 
virtually all people involved with community service projects were pleased 
by the addition of this program ::omponent. The inmates thought it was a 
real perk to be able to spend a few hours a week at the beach, the 
counselors thought that it was a good way to introduce inmates to social 
responsibility, the security staff appeared to enjoy the supervisory assign
ment, and the administrators were pleased with the positive way in which 
the community responded to the inmates' efforts. 

An Example Problem. The space issue that presented a more serious threat 
to the Lantana program was preserving the use of the facility for inmates 
who qualified for the program. Originally, the Lantana staff was integrally 
involved in selecting inmates for the program, and only inmates who (infor
mally) requested the program and then qualified were sent to the facility. 
Recently, in part due to the overcrowding in other Florida facilities, 
Lantana is being used to house inmates who neither qualify for the pro
gram nor want to be there. By refusing to participate in program activities 
and to follow program rules, these inmates are demoralizing hoth staff and 
those inmates who have greater interest in the program. They are essentially 
creating a situation in which more time must be devoted to security and 
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less to the rehabilitative components of the program. At the time of the 
study, this issue had not been resolved in Lantana. 

An Example Solution. Oregon also is experiencing overcrowding of 
facilities, and additionally, needs to find ways of providing special services 
for inmates who have been classified as "dangerous offenders." Cornerstone 
has experienced considerable pressure to use their space for these inmates. 
Although the director has complied with this request, the staff does not 
passively receive inmates who are not appropriate or who do not want to 
participate in the program. Rather, they stay in close contact with personnel 
in the prisons, and through ongoing discussions with counselors and 
classification staff, they are able to select residents who are both typical of 
the street-wise active drug-involved offenders in Cornerstone and classified 
as "dangerous offenders." Additionally, since inmates must formally request 
to participate, only inmates who want to be there are selected. Since Cor
nerstone has had a long track record of working with drug-involved in
mates who thoroughly deserved the "dangerous" appellation, the program 
activities required no modification (other than dealing with unjustifiable 
pride among inmates so designated). 

The Problem. Although Cornerstone was able to resolve the most serious 
issue about space, the director must deal with ongoing symbolic challenges 
about the use of shared space. So must the other programs. Whether the 
issue is the use of specific areas for recreational activities, or the use of 
specific rooms for group sessions or family visits, virtually every day brings 
its share of minor complaints from staff not connected with the program. 

An Example Solution. Resolving symbolic issues concerning space requires 
a good deal of patience, soothing words, informal assistance, and everyday 
negotiation on the part of senior program staff. Keeping the symbolic space 
issne to a minimum requires keeping staff resistance to a minimum. It also 
requires literally gaining ground incrementally rather than trying for an im
mediate take over. 

For example, the Stay'n Out program began with one dormitory unit in the 
Arthur Kill facility. The reputation of the program, the confidence of the 
correctional staff, and the interest of the inmates has grown slowly. And 
the space the program has occupied has kept pace with these less tangible 
factors. Recently, the program prepared to occupy a third unit. Program 
participants provided all labor for converting the unit into the squeeky
clean environment characteristic of the Stay'n Out program. But even 
though it had taken years before the program was assigned new space, 
rather than pushing out the inmates already housed in the area, residency 
was offered to any who wanted to join the program. Those who didn't 
want to join, but who also didn't want to move, were slowly surrounded. 

Competition for Inmates' Time. Successful implementation of effective 
programs obviously requires assigning drug-involved offenders to the pro
gram while they are in prison, keeping them involved in the program on a 
routine basis, and keeping them in the program for the duration needed to 
complete the entire curriculum. 
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Three barriers to successful implementation that commonly occur involve 
the following types of competition for inmates time: 

• Competition for inmates' long-term participation in other prison 
programs, 

• Competition for inmates' day-to-day participation in other 
prison activities, 

• Competition for inmates' participation in other correctional 
settings. 

Competition for Inmates' LongaTerm Participation in Other 
Prison Programs 
An Example Problem. Almost all inmates are less interested in improving 
themselves while incarcerated than in finding the best way to do time. 
Prison programs that provide payor privileges are preferable to programs 
that do not. Several of the programs are finding fewer participants because 
other seemingly more desirable programs have become available. For exam
ple, the Lantana administrators said that inmates who ordinarily would 
have asked their attorney to request a Lantana sentence, were instead 
bargaining for the new (relatively short sentence) quasi-military "boot 
camp" programs highly touted by the press. In another state, the introduc
tion of a private enterprise work project essentially dissipated the demand 
for a program for drug-involved offenders;* most of the program par
ticipants opted for the eight-hour, relatively well-paid work project and 
simply had no time or were too tired to carry out the drug program 
activities. 

An Example Solution. Like any other bu~iness competing for "clients," pro
grams must have a successful market strategy. Almost all inmate/par
ticipants interviewed said that they were originally attracted to the program 
because of the immediate perquisites rather than the long-term implica
tions. Although program directors and staff tried to select inmates who 
they thought sincerely wanted to change their behavior, they were aware of 
the factors that attracted the mmates and encouraged this attractive image. 

Lantana inmates heard from their defense attorneys and from inmates in 
the classification facility that Lantana was safer than the other Florida 
facilities; there was less of a chance of getting raped, or stabbed, or having 
shoes stolen. Stay'n Out inmates heard from correctional staff and inmates 
that they had a better chance of making parole if they participated in the 
program. Cornerstone inmates were attracted by the physical features of the 
unit, such as individual showers, the food, and the opportunity to wear 
their own clothes. And SFU participants regarded the program area as "an 
island" that seemed remote from the prison and far away from the ordinary 
hassles of prison life. 

*This program was a potential study site; given the problems it had encountered, it was not visited 
but is referenced in this chapter to illustrate potential problems. 
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Competition for Inmates' Day-to-Day Participation in Other 
Prison Activities 

The Problem. Although each program had definite hours scheduled for 
specific activities, conflicts in schedules for other activities were constant 
sources of disruption. Obvious sources of disruption in any prison setting 
are security measures such as general lock-downs that must be carried out 
whenever inmates' conduct requires extraordinary precautions. Although the 
inmate/participants grumbled about such disruptions due to other inmates' 
behavior, the program staff recognized that security had first priority. 
When planning program activities, they knew that they needed the flexibili
ty to postpone those activities when required by security needs. 

However, inmates and program staff alike complained about individual par
ticipants being called out of scheduled program activities for other reasons 
such as medical appointments, dental appointments, appointments with 
psychiatrists, psychologists, caseworkers, clerical personnel in charge of 
records, and a variety of personnel in other prison departments. The com
ings and goings not only interrupted the participation of the individuals 
called away, but also the groups with which they were working. 

An Example Solution. Several program directors were negotiating with the 
facility administration to set aside blocks of time, not in conflict with pro
gram activities, for appointments with other personnel. However, only Cor
nerstone was able to systematically regulate inmates interactions with other 
correctional staff. Because of its separate location and because the staff 
took over many of the correctional personnel functions, including case 
management, non-emergency health care, and psychological counseling, the 
Cornerstone staff had a virtual day-to-day monopoly on the inmates' time. 
Additionally, because of its separate location, Cornerstone also did not 
have to deal with interruptions due to security measures. The Cornerstone 
inmates are so closely supervised that if one inmate becomes a disciplinary 
problem, the inmate is promptly removed from the Cornerstone unit and 
sent back to the nearby prison, before the behavior is imitated by other 
residents. 

Inmates' Transfers to Other Correctional Settings 

The Problem. In order to complete treatment, inmates must remain in the 
physical area where the program is being implemented. Based on post
release performance data, programs like Stay'n Out and Lantana prefer that 
participating inmates remain in the setting a minimum of nine months and 
a maximum of twelve months; however, it is difficult to coordinate the 
most effcdive schedule of the program with the time the inmate will be 
released on parole. And few inmates would sacrifice their release date to 
complete the program. 

Similarly, SFU operates on a standard university semester program. 
However, the Correctional Services structures inmates' time according to a 
cascading plan in which inmates are transferred to facilities with lower 
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security classifications as they approach release time. The schedule of 
transfers often does not coincide with the end of the university semesters. 

Example solutions. Because inmates in the Cornerstone program continue 
to participate in the program after they are paroled, except for the few in
mates who leave the Salem area, the problem of the program competing 
with parole has been resolved. Similarly, some SFU inmates can continue 
their studies by transfering to a facility that also has a university program. 
Once released, they can continue at the main campus in Burnaby 
(Vancouver). 

In the absence of an aftercare component, the problem has been partially 
resolved in two ways. Inmate/participants are not selected unless there is a 
good chance that they can actually complete the program before release 
(and unless there is a good chance that they will be released shortly after 
they complete the program). And for the rare inmate who wishes to stay to 
complete the program, compliance for extended stays has been given by the 
correctional administrators in the facilities which house Stay'n Out and 
SFU. 

Staff Resistance 

The implementation of any new innovative program in a large bureaucracy 
frequently results in considerable opposition from staff members. Programs 
for drug-involved offenders are not exceptions; quite the contrary. Such 
programs commonly involve more than one bureaucratic organization. For 
examples, SFU involves both the University and Correctional Services; 
Stay'n Out, the New York Department of Corrections Services and the 
Therapeutic Communities of New York, Inc.; Cornerstone, the Department 
of Mental Health and. the Division of Corrections; and Lantana, the 
Department of Corrections and the Department of Health. And since ad
ministrators and personnel from more than one bureaucracy are involved in 
each program, the problem of staff resistance is compounded. 

The most critical stages of staff resistance occur at the time the program is 
first introduced and during periods when there is a change in those 
members of the correctional administration who coordinate activities with 
or supervise the program. Additionally, it is common to have ongoing 
resistance on the part of the lowest ranking professional staff who must 
deal with the inmates on a daily basis. 

The most general solution to staff resistance once again consists of negotia
tion to determine the concerns of the resistant persons, development of a 
program component to meet these concerns, and implementation of the 
component in a manner that complements the other program activities. As 
the director of the SFU summarized the process, "Everyone has their own 
agenda. Everyone needs to feel they are getting something out of the pro
gram." 
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Staff Resistance When the Program Is Introduced 

The Problem. According to the directors and staff who had been involved 
with the programs since their inception, most of the correctional personnel 
who were in any way involved with introducing the programs were at best 
skeptical about the idea. Many were extremely hostile. Correctional staff 
who had day-to-day contact with the program staff and inmate participants 
were the most hostile. Departmental regulations were used to justify harass
ment of program staff. For example, program personnel were made to wait 
for hours before being cleared for entry into the prisons, strip searched 
before being allowed to enter, and their program materials totally 
disorganized when they were inspected. 

Example Solutions. The most important first steps toward alleviating staff 
resistance in all the programs were actions taken by the program founders 
to develop interest and solid support at the highest levels of the administra
tion of the organizations involved. Administrators in the non-correctional 
agencies were interested in supporting the efforts for at least two reasons: 
the programs validate the social importance of their organizations' ac
tivities, and the programs were good business. For example, administrators 
in post-secondary educational organizations enthusiastically supported the 
prison university program since it provided demonstrable proof of the role 
of higher education in moral development. Given collegial interest, the pro
gram enhanced the image of the university responsible for its development 
and implementation. Additionally, program implementation increased the 
income of the university, the number of courses the university could pro
vide, and the number of faculty members it was able to support. 

The program founders also developed active support from key legislators or 
administrators at the State/Province by stating the objectives and 
achievements of the program in quantitative terms. High-level ad
ministrators especially were less interested in program process than impact 
and outcome. For example, after describing the activities that are involved 
in a therapeutic community, the founder/executive director of Stay'n Out 
was challenged by the director of the division of parole to specify what 
percent of inmates who completed the program could be expected to suc
cessfully complete parole. Similarly, within two years of initiating prison 
university the founder of the SFU/University of Victoria program'" won the 
regard of the district director of parole for the numbers of inmate students 
who had gone on to take college courses and finish degrees after release. 

The interest and concern of legislators and high-level administrators helped 
set the stage for gaining the support of institutional administrators. Since 
their direct supervisors were interested in seeing the program implemented, 
superintendents and wardens at least were not adamantly opposed to pro
gram implementation. However, they were very concerned about upsetting 
the uneasy equilibrium that is often characteristic of prison environments. 

"'The SFU program started as a research project in 1972 at the University of 
Victoria; the "UVic" program was expanded over the following decade. After a 
heated political battle in 1983, precipitated by the Solicitor General's decision to 
cancel the program, the contract for providing the program was awarded to SFU. 
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One act of violence that could have been attributed to the program would 
no doubt have led the superintendent and wardens to remove the programs 
from their facilities. The program directors and the staff were watched very 
carefully in the earliest days of the program to see how they handled 
themselves and the inmates. 

Knowing that they were being tested, the program founders chose their staff 
very cautiously. The people they selected all had proven themselves to be 
excellent program providers outside the prison setting, yet had no illusions 
about the difficulties they might encounter inside. The program directors 
impressed (and continue to impress) on their staff members the fact that 
program participants are convicted criminal offenders - not the same type 
of people with whom they were used to dealing in the community. Potential 
staff members who were too timid about dealing with inmates either were 
weeded out when they displayed nervousness about entering the prison, 
weeded themselves out when they simply could not enter the facility door, 
or remained very uncomfortable once they did. On the other hand, poten
tial staff members were (and continue to be) rejected if they appear to be 
overconfident about dealing with inmates. As the personnel director in Lan
tana commented, " ... we screen out the ones with the attitude of 'I can take 
care of them' [inmates]." 

The superintendents and wardens slowly gained confidence in the program 
, directors as the directors demonstrated that their management of the in

mates led to fewer incidents requiring correctional attention rather than 
more. 1Ypically, the superintendents, wardens, their deputies, and assistants 
came to regard the programs as excellent management tools. For example, 
one commented: 

"The problems are minuscule compared to other institutions; 
there's never been a staff member assaulted here. Compare that to 
eighteen assaults each month in [another institution in the same 
state]." 

When incidents did occur, program directors responded rapidly to rectify 
the situation. For example, Stay'n Out hired one staff member who smuggl
ed drugs into the facility. Rather than trying to cover up the incident, the 
offender was immediately turned over to the proper authorities. This inci
dent actually appeared to increase the confidence of the administrators. 
Similarly, when a staff member in one of the other programs did not im
mediately come to the aid of a corrections officer struggling with an in
mate, the officer accused the staff member of taking the side of the inmate. 
Although the staff member said he froze for a couple of minutes and then 
called for help, he was removed from the facility by the director to prevent 
further difficulty. 

The institutional administrators' commitment to the programs was also in
creased by the favorable reaction to the programs from outsiders and 
visiting dignitaries. For example, Stay'n Out and SFU have graduation 
ceremonies which involve various dignitaries. Not only do the super
intendents and wardens and their assistants have a chance to meet and 
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greet the distinguished visitors, but more often than not the media cover 
the events with praises for the program, the institution, and the correctional 
staff. 

As previously discussed, one pivotal type of alliance forged in the programs 
was between the on-site program coordinator and the administrative correc
tional staff member who had day-to-day responsibility for overseeing the 
program. It was in the context of this relationship that most friction be
tween correctional staff and program staff became resolved. The formation 
of this alliance was formally encouraged in several of the programs by 
organizing a committee composed of both correctional and program per
sonnel who meet frequently to discuss and resolve staff concerns about 
security or other matters having to do with the program. Although the 
committees met often during the first years of the programs, more recently 
there were very few problems of resistance among institutional ad
ministrators and mid-level staff. Most problems of staff resistance involved 
new administrators or the line correctional officers. 

Staff Resistance Among New Administrators 

The Problem. New administrators typically prefer to review organizational 
processes and procedures and recommend changes. Since programs, such as 
those discussed in this report, are relatively innovative, they often do not fit 
new administrators' assumptions about the "proper" use of resources. The 
most effective programs are in danger of being swept out the door by "new 
brooms." 

For example, a new administrator in a host institution housing one of the 
programs strongly suggested that the use of institutional resources for deal
ing with drug-involved offenders was wastefnl and inappropriate. He argued 
that such offenders were "characterologically flawed" rather than mentally 
disturbed and that treatment resources should be reserved for mentally-ill 
people more in need of services. He made it clear that he would prefer to 
relocate the program to another institution. 

Similarly, the university program was nearly disbanded after a change in 
Canada's administration in 1980. A couple of years later, the Canadian 
Association for Adult EducatIOn accused the Solicitor General of "under
valuation of education .. .in penitentiaries." In 1983, to reduc~ the budget for 
correctional servicee-, the Solicitor General decided to end fedf>ral funding 
of post-secondary education in the prisons. 

Example Solutions. Program directors have avoided most head-on collisions 
with new administrators by delivering a presentation on the secondary 
benefits of the program for the administrators' office soon after they 
assume their new position. Additionally, after determining the priorities and 
concerns of the new administrators, program directors are often in a posi
tion to cooperate in developing practices that meet these priorities and con
cerns without jeopardizing the integrity of the program. For example, the 
new administrator who was concerned about delivering more services to the 
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mentally ill was in part mollified when the drug-program staff agreed to 
provide crisis intervention for people in the institution not in the program. 

When, however, admiuistrators have not been reassured by briefing and 
negotiations, programs provided by organizations outside the correctional 
agencies have been able to withstand attempted assaults by drawing on the 
support of those with whom the program directors had established con
genial relations over past years: other administrators, legislators, program 
participar.ts, or the media. However, in addition, the program directors have 
had to be flexible enough to compromise on elements most irksome to the 
contentious administrator. 

For example, over the years before the change of administration in 1980, 
the university program had invited politicians for highly visible tours of the 
programs and graduation ceremonies. The media were given access to the 
programs and frequently wrote human interest success stories about par
ticular inmates; additionally, reporters were invited to program events such 
as graduations and theatrical plays by the inmates. The program director 
always made sure that the wardens were given due credit for the programs 
in the press. Educators and academics were supplied with sufficient infor
mation about the programs at professional meetings and in publications to 
point with pride to the program as an example of the value of education. 

When the survival of the university program was in jeopardy, these in
vestments paid off. Supportive politicians brought the issue to parliamen
tary debate; the media gave high visibility to the debate and ran editorials 
in favor of keeping the programs; wardens expressed concern over losing 
the plogram; educational associations, individual academics, and educators 
were very vocal in their displeasure. I A compromise wac; reached. The pro
grams were maintained but the students had to pay fees for their courses. 
The compromise was largely symbolic since the students are paid for the 
work they do to maintain the university area in the prison - and the fees 
are taken from these funds. 

Staff Resistance Among Correctional Officers 

The Problem. Many correctional officers who have worked in more tradi
tional prison settings are very uncomfortable with programs in which the 
inmates appear to be in charge of activities or fraternizing with the staff or 
otherwise "out of controL" 

As one of the superintendents suggested, the primary concern of correc
tional officers in most correctional settings is survival. In most prisons, out 
of the ordinary behavior by inmates immediately evokes suspicion and 
disciplinary action in order to curtail violence and assure order and control. 
Since many program activities are unusual, some correctional officers in
itially have a heightened sense of anxiety. 

Additionally, some correctional officers tend to resent the continuous 
presence of the program staff, their perceived attitude toward security, and 
their relatively high educational level. Another source of contention is 
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m.anipulative behavior on the part of the inmates. One staff member sug
gested that, "Inmates try to play one off against the other [counselors and 
correctional officers] all the time." 

Correctional staff who resent the program can essentially undermine the 
program by overzealously applying institutional regulations. Basically, all 
movements of inmates or staff become hindered, and all program activities 
become curtailed by the actions of officers who claim they are just carrying 
out their duties. For examples, program staff are delayed at the front gate 
while the officers slowly search through all program materials; inmates who 
are walking through the institution on program business are stopped, 
questioned, sent back to the program area, and if they protest, are "written 
up"; program materials are confiscated; confidential records are opened; 
constant complaints about program staff are filed; and verbal hostility to 
the program staff and inmates is common. These day-to-day problems 
create an environment that is unrewarding for the program staff, inmates, 
and correctional administrators. 

Example Solutions. Once again, Cornerstone has solved such site problems 
with correctional staff by assigning responsibility for security to the pro
gram counselors. However, since Cornerstone must coordinate efforts with 
the prison correctional staff, they, as all programs, follow the general prac
tice th .. t appears to keep correctional staff resistance to a minimum
providing maximum information about the program to the correctional staff. 
Cornerstone has an open-house policy for prison personnel and encourages 
correctional officers to visit the unit, to spend time observing the activities 
and talking to the inmates and staff. 

Since the other programs must deal with correctional officers on a day-to
day basis, they have instituted the following practices to ameliorate 
resistance and to curtail hostile practices: 

• Opening program activities to participation by correctional staff. 
SFU encourages correctional staff to sign up for courses taught 
in their facilities. Although few have actually taken advantage of 
this offer, the availability has reduced hostility. Cornerstone and 
Lantana have offered counseling services with similar results. 

II Providing structured informational meetings. Lantana and Stay'n 
Out have held sessions involving both program staff and 
correctional staff. Using techniques such as role playing, both 
sets of actors come away with a better understanding of each 
others' responsibilities and problems. 

• Assigning correctional personnel who are sympathetic to the pro
gram to institutional areas with maximum exposure to the pro
gram. Correctional officers who know about the program and 
volunteer for such posts are generally the most sympathetic. For 
example, assignments to the Stay'n Out units, as most 
assignments to po!>ts in New York prisons, are fixed long-term 
positions; the correctional officers assigned to the Stay'n Out 
program have chosen to be there for many years and are in 
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accord with the program staff and procedures. When new posi
tions open, Lantana tries to select correctional officers for the 
program "who can be flexible and who aren't afraid of change; 
a person who's program oriented and sensitive to the needs of 
the inmates." 

• Training inmates to negotiate with, rather than confront, correc
tional officers. Integral to all the programs is the concept that 
hostile confrontation with persons in positions of authority 
seldom results in long-term positive rewards; informed negotia
tion is much more likely to result in desirable outcomes. Pro
gram participants are taught to carryon negotiations with the 
program staff, with each other, and, when necessary, with cor
rectional staff. The correctional staff respond to lowered hostili
ty on the part of program participants with lowered hostility on 
their own part. 

"It's the easiest job I've ever had. The only problem is boredom." 

- Correctional officer assigned to program 

• Providing orientation for newly-assigned correctional staff. New 
officers who are warned by their supervisors about program ac
tivities that are departures from usual institutional behavior, and 
told the purpose of the activities, are much less likely to become 
hostile and anxious than new staff members who enter the 
situation cold. For example, according to one of the correctional 
supervisors, " ... without orientation, if a new staff member saw 
an encounter group for the first time-it would look like the 
beginning of a riot. So new staff must be told - this is not a 
riot, this is what they do in the program. Also, they have to be 
warned that inmates have limited authority over other inmates, 
that it's ok, that it's a part of the program." 

• Establishing an ombudsman committee or liaison staff members 
who are knowledgeable about and sympathetic to both program
matic goals and security priorities. As noted, some programs 
have formal committees that can listen to the complaints of cor
rectional officers and program staff and work out an acceptable 
resolution. Virtually all the programs, as previously discussed, 
had developed a liaison between a supervisory program staff 
member and supervisory correctional staff member. With this 
arrangement, problems can be ameliorated as they arise without 
resorting to formal arbitration. 

For example, one day after the families of SFU inmate students 
had visited the university area, the inmates were angry and the 
program staff dismayed because correctional officers had cleared 
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the library and locked it. The correctional officers were angry 
because of "forbidden sexual activity" occurring in the library 
and were threatening to refuse further family visits in the area. 
In a few minutes of discussion between the key program and 
correctional coordinators, the decision was made to warn the in
mates and program staff about "too much cuddling" during 
family visits and to pacify the correctional staff by agreeing to 
closer supervision by the program staff and the inmate student 
council during the next family visit. 

• Physically shielding program activities most likely to cause anxie
ty among correctional staff from all staff except those assigned 
to the program. The physical separation of the program from 
the rest of the institution allows the staff and inmates to carry 
out new activities without having to explain, train, and negotiate 
with the entire rank and file correctional officers. 

For example, since the academic areas are in separate buildings 
within the prisons, most of the correctional officers rarely view 
university activities. 

During the summer session, student inmates in the SFU pro
gram decided to read and study in the cooler outside area adja
cent to the classrooms. The officers assigned to posts in view of 
this outside area perceived these activities as "laying around be
ing lazy when the inmates were suppose to be doing college 
work." Shortly after the complaints were registered, a portion of 
the outside area was screened and the students were able to con
tinue their studies outside without further resistance from cor
rectional staff. 

Physical separation between the program and the rest of the in
stitution, however, can promote rumors about program activities. 
Programs set off from the rest of the institution must be sure to 
provide enough visits and information for correctional officers 
to prevent rumors. 

Inmate Resistance 

Drug-involved prisoners typically are more persistent and more serious 
offenders than other prisoners. They also are more resistant to change. 
Successful implementation of effective programs for serious, persistent 
offenders requires overcoming three types of inmate resistance: cultural 
resistance to the program, individual resistance to initial participation 
in the program, and individual resistance to following program activities 
once they ate enrolled. 

Cultural Resistance to the Program 

-

The Problem. The ideology of the programs and many of the practices of 
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the programs run counter to the culture of many persistent serious 
offenders - both the culture on the streets and in prison. For example, the 
same practices that foster inmate/participant's feeling of program owner
ship, such as disciplinary decisions made by student councils or house com
mittees, run counter to the streets/prison code of doing your own time. 
Voluntary participation in activities involving intellectual pursuits or 
housekeeping chores are considered unmanly. And willing compliance with 
the rules made by persons in authority, including program personnel, is 
considered to be uncourageous. Inmates in male facilities who have reputa
tions for being unmanly, uncourageous, and "snitches" or "rats," are more 
likely than other inmates to be raped, assaulted, or otherwise victimized.2 

Example Solutions. Recognizing that the programs were antithetical to the 
inmate culture, the directors initially invested time in involving the inmates 
who have a reputation for being "heavys" and natural leaders. The fact that 
the correctional staff initially was suspicious of and hostile to the program 
staff appears to have enhanced the efforts of the program staff to interest 
these "hard-core" inmates in participating in the program. Additionally the 
"marketing strategies" formerly discussed helped to gain initial participation 
by such inmates. Once the program became known as an "elite" activity, 
ongoing staff attempts to reach out for the most persistent, serious of
fenders were facilitated. 

Tom, a Native American Cornerstone resident who towered over most of 
the staff and who had the girth to match his height, was striding through 
the corridor, his long black hair tied back with a piece of pink string. 

"I like your little pink ribbon, Tom" one of the program staff called out. 
The other residents in the area froze as Tom turned to the counselor. 

"I like it too," Tom growled, "and I'm big enough to wear it." 

"You sure are," agreed the grinning counselor. The other residents nodded. 

Inmate Resistance to Participating in Program 

The Problem. Since programs are operated in areas not usually visited by 
prisoners in the general population, negative rumors about the program 
practices are often rampant. These rumors have been reinforced and 
elaborated by former participants. Misinformation is most likely to come 
from inmate participants who are dismissed from the program because they 
violated security or program rules. 

Common negative information about the programs include: it was a 
"snitch" program or "they tried to rake me." More fanciful objections have 
included misinformation about (male) inmates being required to wear skirts 
or dresses and participants being required to wear diapers. Even former 
participants who are less negative and who eventually reapply for participa-
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tion in the program commonly report that the programs are tough and 
hard. The negative information about the programs can discourage par
ticipation of inmates whose counselors suggested they apply. 

Example Solutions. To counteract negative impressions of the program 
formed through rumor or through program "failures," program staff have 
increased the visibility of the attractive practices of the program; they have 
also relied on outreach by more successful program graduates and by ex
perienced substance abuse counselors. 

For an example of the former tactic, the university program has incor
porated a drama course in its curriculum. As part of the course, the inmate 
students stage and perform a play each semester. The plays have received 
critical acclaim in the newspapers. Not only are they performed for the 
other prisoners, but as is known to other inmates, the plays are taken on 
the road to community theatres. Additionally, female roles are commonly 
played by coeds from outside the prison. 

Outreach by successful program participants is integral to the Stay'n Out 
program since ex-addict therapeutic community graduates are part of the 
staff. Staff members travel around the state to prisons to tell the inmates 
about the program. They make it very clear to the inmates that the pro
gram staff come off the same streets as the inmates and out of the same 
cells. They also contend that there is virtually no excuse used for not 
participating in the program that hadn't been used previously by a member 
of the staff. And they can provide reassurance that some of the rumors 
about the program are ridiculous and others distorted versions of actual 
activities. 

SFU, through its literacy program, is accomplishing very much the same 
function. While tutoring other students, inmate students can also make it 
clear that the university activities are purposely geared for people who are 
bright but not necessarily formerly good students. By debunking misinfor
mation about eligibility requirements, they encourage inmates who were em
barrassed by past failure to finish GEDs and to take university courses. 

Cornerstone relies on experienced counselors in each institution to provide 
accurate information about the program and to squelch rumors. Since the 
unit is small, there is less pressure than in the other programs to continual
ly recruit relatively large numbers of participants. However, program staff 
stay in close touch with the institutional counselors to ensure a waiting list 
of potential participants as beds become available. 

In all programs, the ethnic background of the staff appears to be a strong 
factor in determining which inmates want to participate. Programs with 
black and Hispanic staff members were much more likely to attract inmates 
with similar characteristics. Conversely, the lack of specific minority group 
staff members in the programs was reflected in a lack of participants from 
the same groups. 
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Individual Resistance to Fol/owing Program Activities 

The Problem. Since most inmates initially participate in the program for 
"the wrong reasons," it is not uncommon for new participants to try to 
derive the short-term benefits without adhering to the less desirable pro
gram rules and requirements. Unless new participants quickly become com
mitted to carrying out program activities, they actively or passively become 
disruptive, and make it difficult for staff and more involved inmates to ac
complish their goals. 

Inmates who lack at least a rudimentary knowledge of program require
ments and activities, and the capacity or initial desire to carry out the ac
tivities, are likely to be extremely disruptive. For example, the inmates sent 
to Lantana to alleviate overcrowding in other facilities did not know, for 
the most part, what a therapeutic community was and had no desire to 
participate in the community's activities. Many refused to carry out routine 
procedures such as participating in group sessions and accepting 
assignments from more senior inmates. When disciplined by silence, they 
talked; when ordered to rooms to contemplate the implications of their 
behavior, they read magazines or rapped with other inmates also under 
discipline. Both staff members and more involved inmates found dealing 
with these behaviors discouraging. 

Genernl Solutions. In general, three practices appear to be instrumental in 
increasing inmate involvement and avoiding disruption: 

• Voluntary participation coupled with realistic selection,' 
• Immediate action in response to disruptive behavior, 

• Activities regarded by participants as "real" rather than work 
created to punish them or to keep them under control. 

Voluntary participation coupled with "ealistic selection. There is some 
evidence that offenders legally coerced into community drug-rehabilitation 
programs may have as low recidivism rates as people who voluntarily par
ticipate. 3 However, legal coercion always involves a choice, for example, jail 
or treatment. The Lantana experience suggests that mandatory commitment 
of inmates to prison programs can cause serious problems for the staff and 
voluntary participants. The programs that reached out to serious, persistent 
offenders and convinced them to volunteer for the pre-grams had far fewer 
problems. 

Additionally, although the program must be sold to the inmates, both the 
staff and the participants did not think that all inmates who were sold on 
the program should be accepted. The staff were generally more inclusive 
than the inmate participants. Other than ruling out psychotic inmates or 
those with a history of uncontrollable assaultive behavior (and in the SFU 
program, functional illiteracy), the staff generally assumed that almost all 
inmates could succeed if they were sincerely motivated. The inmate/par
ticipants tended to be more exclusive, and discouraged the participation of 
other inmates they thought would not eventually contribute to the program. 
The primary concern of the inmates in all the programs was intelligence. 
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They suggested that inmates with relatively low I.Qs. were bound to get into 
trouble because they could not grasp the basic concepts of the program. 
The inmates also were concerned about undiagnosed psychotic tendencies. 

In programs in which the inmate/participants come from the same institu
tion that houses the program, the staff can afford to be more inclusive 
since the inmate/participants can informally or formally take action to 
discourage disruptive inmates from applying for or participating in the pro
gram. For example, an inmate in one of the British Columbia institutions 
applied for the SFU program; although formally he met all criteria for the 
program, the inmate/students warned the staff that he was crazy. The staff 
explained that they could not reject potential students based merely on 
opinions of other students. However, it became clear to the staff after a 
few days that the objectionable inmate was a walking time bomb. The other 
students kept a careful eye on all his actions, and as soon as he violated 
the program rules, the student council called a session and formally recom
mended immediate expulsion on justifiable grounds. 

In programs in which inmate/participants do not come from the same in
stitution that houses the program, the staff needs to exercise more 
selectivity. Informal discussions with program staff who know potential 
participants at other institutions are frequently carried on by Cornerstone 
staff, Stay'n Out staff, and formerly, by Lantana staff. These discussions 
provide a rich source of preliminary assessments of whether inmates will be 
extremely disruptive in the program context and steps that need to be taken 
to prevent such behavior ... including referral to a different program. 

For example, because of cultural differences, some of the Native American 
participants have had a difficult time adjusting to the Cornerstone pro
gram. Although Cornerstone does not exclude Native Americans, another 
program has been designed specifically for Native American substance 
abusers. The staff decides which program is more appropriate on a case-by
case basis. Similarly, drug-involved inmates who are "low functioning" 
because they are mentally retarded are assigned to another residential 
program. 

Immediate action in response to disnlptive behavior was theoretically in
tegral to all programs. As previoll~ly discussed, the inmates take primary 
responsibility for minor infractions of program rules; the program staff, in 
cooperation with correctional staff, take responsibility for more serious in
fractions. Examples of the types of infractions with which inmates deal 
include: cutting lines for meals, taking more of the programs' supplies than 
allocated for individuals, leaving a program area dirtier than the acceptable 
standard of cleanliness (ranging from a speck of dirt in Stay'n Out to visi
ble muck in one of the SFU areas), talking in areas set aside for quiet 
work, and skipping a group meeting. 

Examples of penalties which inmates may apply include: assignment to a 
"hot seat" and open group discussion of the violation and motivation; a 
one-way "dummy" in which the offender may not talk to anyone for a 
specific period; a two-way "dummy" in which the offender may not talk 
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nor be addressed for a specific period of time; confinement to the of
fender's room or another room set aside as a penalty box; exclusion from 
specific program areas or recreational activities; and requirements to pro
vide written documentation of the actual motives for the infraction, the 
(negative) effects it had on the program participants, and actions that could 
be taken to remedy these negative effects. 

The program staff has, at its disposal, penalties for more serious program 
infractions that range from losses of status and specific privileges in the 
program to physically removing the violator from program participation 
and the program area. However, unless removal from the program premises 
can be accomplished immediate(v after a serious violation of security, the 
whole system of immediate reactions to disruptive behavior is undermined. 
If the ultimate threat turns out to be an empty threat, the viability of the 
intermediate penalties is greatly diminished. 

Cornerstone appears to have one of the most responsive systems; Lantana 
one of the least responsive. Based on a comparison of the two programs, 
the following factors appear to increase the ability of a program to respond 
immediately to disruptive behavior. 

• Proximity to facilities to which disruptive inmates can be 
transferred. 

• Minimum paperwork necessary for transfer. 
• 1Wenty-four-hour-a-day capability for physically transferring 

disruptive inmates. 
• A firm agreement between the program staff and the correc

tional staff that decisions made by the progr~m staff to expel a 
program participant will be backed up immediately by the cor
rectional staff. 

Activities regarded by participants as "real" rather than work created to 
punish them or to keep them under control. Inmates who were highly com
mitted to the programs characterized the programs as "hard" or "tough" 
but "worth it." They characterized the program staff as caring and concern
ed, and attributed the toughness of the program's activities to the deter
mination of the staff to teach the inmates what they needed to know. 1'hey 
saw the program activities as providing a learning process that led to 
rewards in the following pragmatic terms. 

• The program helps you stay alive in prison. Although the rela
tive physical safety of the programs was considered an initial 
benefit, the challenging intellectual or thought-provoking com
ponents of the program were regarded as an antidote to institu
tionalization. The inmates explained that in the general prison 
population, "everything seems to slow down." At the same time, 
the inmates in the general prison population experience a good 
deal of mental stress but have no way to deal with the stress. 
The programs' emphasis on reading and challenging discussions 
kept the participants mentally sound and intellectually alive. 
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• The program gives you work habits you need to survive on the 
outside. Although each program involved different types of 
work, from scrubbing bathroom floors in Stay'n Out to prepar
ing research papers in SFU, the inmates commonly said they 
had never worked as hard as they had in the program. And they 
realized they were working so hard because, often for the first 
time in their lives, they liked getting a job done. 

• The program teaches you how to care about people-about your 
family outside. Inmates commonly mentioned how impressed 
they were with the concern and care of their staff. They also 
commonly saw the role the staff played in their lives in prison 
as examples of the role they could play in the lives of their 
families after release. As one of the inmates said, "I want to 
give back to my kids what I got in here." 

Staff members in all programs expressed deep concerns about the effects of 
the families of program participants on participants' behavior after leaving 
the program. All directors and many staff members indicated that family 
interactions could significantly increase or decrease the probability of par
ticipants' involvement with drug use and criminal behavior. 

Given the level of detail known about individual participant families, staff 
members in all programs obviously paid a lot of attention to these issues. 
Staff members in all programs appear to monitor major and minor family 
crises and to work with program participants on reacting to the crises in 
constructive ways. All programs incorporated some activities that focussed 
on family interactions. SFU frequently invites families for weekend events 
such as cook outs or picnics. It is not unusual for the family members of 
the faculty to attend these events. The student inmates have a chance to see 
how the caring nature of the staff translates into interactions with his or 
her own family. Additionally, the attendance of the faculty families 
transforms the event from visiting day at the prison to a "real" university 
event. 

Cornerstone has regular visiting hours for family members. Regular family 
visiting hours are allowed three hours on Saturdays or Sundays. Addition
ally, family members or "significant others" are encouraged to come to 
group sessions on Thursday nights to talk about fears, or progress, or other 
concerns. And counselling for individual couples is available through the 
program. 

Cornerstone has a visible supply of toys and games for children of 
residents. Program participants frequently plan events involving activities, 
with the specific purpose of creating positive ties between parents and 
children. For example, before Halloween, a party was planned that involved 
refreshments and pumpkin c::irving. During the planning session, sugges
tions for activities were becoming increasingly grandiose and complex. 
Finally, the resident inmate leading the plenary meeting reminded others 
that the purpose was not to have a party but to allow the residents with 
kids to do something nice with them. 
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"I mean it's no big deal- no big deal- it's not like a big deal party - it's so 
the family members (program participants) that have kids can carve a pum
pkin with them or something nice like that.. .. " 

• The program teaches you how to accept responsibility - that 
you can trust people and they can trust you. 1Ypically, the in
mates pointed out that the programs fostered a cooperative rela
tionship between inmates, and between inmates and staff, based 
on the assumption of responsibility and trust. As one student 
inmate described the situation: 

"We experience give and take-not a polarized relationship. Our 
status is assumed, not ascribed, and it is assumed with rights 
and obligations." 

Other, less articulate inmates pointed out that such relationships were ac
tivated through the day-to-day procedures needed to keep the programs run
ning, including coordinating schedules, tracking budgets, resolving person
nel conflicts, purchasing equipment and program materials, planning social 
activities, responding to inquiries from outsiders, maintaining facilities and 
equipment, and dealing with individuals who do not complete allocated 
tasks. 

• The program makes me feel good about myself. The most com
pelling i'eward for many of the inmates was the self-esteem they 
gained through the program. They felt that their participation in 
the program placed them in an elite group. These feelings were 
enhanced by the involvement of outside community members. 

For example, Civitas, a community organization, involves 
Lantana inmates in several fund raising endeavors. Inmates raise 
funds for community b(~tterment projects by taking pictures on 
visiting days, selling greeting cards to other inmates, and con
ducting a car wash every Friday. One of the inmates described 
his reaction to his partkipation, "It's important. It's doing 
something for others ... it makes me feel good." 
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Chapter 4: ORGANIZING PROGRAMS 
FOR DRUG-INVOLVED 
OFFENDERS 

As Chapter One has indicated, the vast majority of offenders incarcerated 
in our prisons have used drugs; a substantial proportion are regular users 
of major drugs. These regular users typically are recidivists who, without 
effective intervention, continuously cycle through the criminal justice system 
and back out on the streets where they commit many serious crimes. 1 The 
vast majority of such offenders are not enrolled in programs for drug 
abusers while they are in prison. 

Practitioners and other decision makers who are involved with increasing 
the availability of programs for drug-involved offenders commonly have a 
number of questions about the feasibility of funding and implementation. 
Answers to frequently-asked questions are given below. The answers are 
based on a number of practices that appear to have increased the availa
bility and viability of the four programs described in this report. In addi
tion, practices that seem to decrease program viability were discovered in 
the survey of state departments of corrections and during discussions with 
administrators involved with disband(;d programs formerly reporting reduc
ed recidivism. These practices provide the bases for the caveats. 

Funding 

Question: Our budget for corrections is already allocated for essential ser
vices; how can new programs be funded? 

Answer: Innovative sources of state funds may be available for legislative 
allocation to provide in-prison programs for drug-involved of
fenders. Legislatively earmarking specific appropriate sources of 
income for particular prison programs, as in Oregon, can help 
ensure the viability of programs, increase public awareness of 
programs, and help demonstrate systematic and programmatic ac
countability. Appropriate sources of funds that have been 
allocated include beer and wine taxes, parole fees used to offset 
aftercare costs, and inmate fees collected from income from work 
performed in prison. Other potential sources are taxes on other 
alcoholic beverages, taxes paid by legitimate pharmaceutical 
manufacturers or distributors, and assets seized from illegitimate 
cl.i-ug manufacturers or distributors. 

Question: What about federal funds? 

Answer: Funds available through federal agencies such as the Bureau of 
Justice Assistance and the National Institute of Corrections are 
best used for one-time initial program costs (such as modifying 
preexisting institutions for program use or technical assistance for 
implementing programs) or for supplementary program activities 
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such as hiring outside researchers to evaluate program outcomes; 
they should not be used to support ongoing program costs. Even 
the most effective programs that depend exclusively on federal 
rather than state funds are likely to be dropped when federal 
funding is no longer available. In the telephone survey we con
dUcted for this report, we found that among those programs that 
were no longer operating, 70 percent had been eliminated 
because they were dependent on federal funds no longer 
available. 

Selecting Programs to Implement 

Question: What is the newest and most popular approach for prison drug
abusp. programs that we can try? 

Answer: There are several new and untested programs that are popular. 
However, before deciding to implement new programs, a review 
of ongoing programs can help prevent the costly and wasteful 
process of core-inventing the wheel." Programs already in place in 
your state may be more effective than new programs proposed by 
out-of-state experts. Programs that are already providing ad
ministrative benefits need to be replicated under conditions that 
will permit careful tests of their effectiveness. 

Evaluations are needed to monitor whether or not the programs 
are reaching the intended focal group and whether or not they 
are actually having an impact on participants' behavior after 
release. At the very least, ongoing programs should be required 
to supply documentation of the numbers of inmates who have 
participated, their background characteristics including extent of 
involvement in crime and drugs before incarceration, and their 
progress while in the program in terms of improvement in skills 
needed for leading a noncriminal life after release. If possible, 
state-of-the-art evaluations of program impact on behavior after 
release should be carried out by neutral researchers. 

Question: Our correctional system is different than those of Florida, New 
York, Oregon, and British Columbia; does it make sense to use 
their programs? 

Answel:' Persistent, drug-involved offenders who commit many serious 
crimes are very much alike no matter where they live. 2 They 
typically have many of the same complex social/psychological, 
educational, and vocational needs. Therefore, there is no reb.son 
to assume that the programs described in this report could not 
be replicated effectively in other settings. Of course, sensitivity to 
cultural diffeNnces must be taken into account when replicating 
programs; however, such differences require care in staff selection 
and innovation in specific activities of the program, rather thEin 
changes in the general structure or integral components of the 
program. 
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Question: Where can we find trained program directors? 

Answer: Program directors who are outside of corrections but who have 
long-term experience in working to change participants' lifestyles 
often have the essential training and skills to design and imple
ment effective in-prison programs. More specifically, the search 
for program directors can be brought to the attention of local 
universities and colleges, private and public community drug
treatment centers, private and public mental health agencies, 
comprehensive health care agencies, and agencies that deal with 
arrestees diverted from the criminal justice system. 

Since such agencies focus primarily on providing services that 
promote constructive lifestyles, administrators and staff members 
may have developed skills capable of having a greater efftd on 
prisoners' behavior after rc1ease than more traditional correc
tional skills focused primarily on supervision. 

Question: We are considering contracting with an outside agency for pro
viding programs for our inmates; how should we rank proposals? 

Answel:' Outside agencies that can demonstrate the following character
istics in their proposals are likely to provide excellent programs. 

• Institutional capal [~ity and flexibihty to handle com
plex fiscal arrangements, including financial tracking 
of highly mobile participants. 

• Institutional capability for attracting highly-qualified 
staff and intent to utilize this staff for the prison 
program. 

• Adequacy of intended procedures for providing securi
ty in the program area. 

• Program goals that are realistic and incremental. 

It Program appmaches that recognize the mUltiple needs 
of participants. 

• Program manuals that clearly define rules and pro
cedures for participation, penalties for violations, and 
rewards for successful completion of activities. 

• Program format that is based on active participation 
of inmates as opposed to passive instruction. 

• Program activities that provide many opportunities 
for learning organizational, management, and in
terpersonal communication skills, and for developing 
constructive ways of spending leisure time. Activities 
that foster stronger family ties also should be 
planned. 
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• Programmatic opportunities to carry out projects valued by out
side groups and organizations (as opposed to projects designed 
to keep inmates busy and in addition to those necessary to 
operate the facility). 

• Ongoing, frequent documentation of inmates' progress combined 
with procedures for protecting privacy of sensitive records. 

• Methods for providing continued contact with participants after 
release. 

Housing Programs 

Question: Our system is already overcrowded; how can we house new 
programs? 

Answer: While prisons in many states are overcrowded, and therefore in
appropriate for starting new programs or expanding ongoing pro
grams, other potentially suitable residential institutions may be 
underutilized. Units in facilities such as mental hospitals have 
been found to require little or no renovation for providing 
medium or minimum security for drug-involved offenders. 

In states in which prison overcrowding is not a problem, the 
status of state institutions still might be reviewed and facilities 
selected for housing programs that meet the following criteria: 

• Inclusion in or close proximity to a secure correc
tional facility to facilitate immediate transfer of in
mate participants who are disruptive, 

• Availability of units within the facility with limited 
and controlled physical and visual access, 

• For programs targeted on inmates nearing release, 
proximity to a nearby community with available job 
opportunities and low-cost housing to facilitate 
gradual release of inmates and accessibility of 
parolees to program staff after release, and 

• Administration by chief executive officers who are 
sympathetic to (or at least not hostile to) the im
plementation of the program. 

Unless the superintendent of the facility is at least willing to 
negotiate program plans that are mutually beneficial, the l'ro
bability of successful implementation is extremely low. 

Initial Implementation (or Replication) of Programs 

Question: When introducing new programs, can we avoid turf battles 
between agencies and staff? 
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Answel:' Probably not. However, the following steps can be taken to 
minimize conflict. 

Interagency conflict can be minimized if state-level ex
ecutive staff in all agencies involved in providing the 
programs take part in the program planning process 
from the earliest stages. 

Effective programs require cooperation among diverse sets of 
agencies. All agencies need to realize benefits from the program. 
For successful program implementation, initial coordination and 
cooperation among involved agencies should be negotiated at the 
state level. State Criminal Justice Coordinating Committees, 
state-level agencies with analogous functions, or ad hoc state 
committees representing involved agencies are needed to spear
head this cooperative planning effort. 

Since they encompass institutional and community activities for 
inmates and an aftercare component for parolees, at a minimum, 
prison administrators, parole supervisors, local law enforcement 
officials, and community representatives need to be briefed and 
brought on board for launching programs. Program evaluation 
requires dealing with state employed researchers or independent 
researchers. Obtaining state funds for the programs requires the 
cooperation of legislators; obtaining additional federal money re
quires competing for grants from U.S. Department of Justice. 
Programs housed in facilities that belong to other agencies, re
quire coordination between the Department of Corrections and 
the agency supplying the facility. 

Conflict can also be minimized if a plenary committee 
produces a contract, cooperative agreement, or other 
document that explicitly details division of responsibility 
for provision of services and materials. 

Traditionally, the Department of Corrections assumes respon
sibility for providing virtually all services and materials needed 
by prisoners, including classification, security, medical care, den
tal care, education, psychological services, social ser :ces, 
clothing, meals, recreational materials, and transportation. In 
planning program implementation, responsibility for such tasks 
and materials can be reallocated and divided between the depart
ment of corrections, the department housing the program, and 
the program providers. Significant saving of resources can result 
from reallocation - for example, program staff providing total 
supervision of inmates in the program area. 

Additionally, responsibility needs to be assigned for carrying out 
tasks and providing materials that are integral parts of program 
implementation. In addition to carrying out specific program ac
tivities, these include: 
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• Selecting program participants, 
• Expelling a participant from the program for 

disciplinary reasons, 
• Thking disciplinary action (less serious than expulsion) 

for minor infractions, 
• Awarding privilege!. to inmate/participants for achiev

ing goals, and 
• Structuring activities for discretionary time. 

The criteria for taking these actions and procedures need to be 
drafted cooperatively; however, day-to-day responsibility for deci
sions leading to these actions is best assigned to the program 
staff. For example, infractions that will result in immediate 
dismissal from the program need to be explicit and made known 
to all concerned parties including the participants; procedures for 
correctional officers immediately transferring an expelled inmate 
from the program area should be spelled out. As staff who are 
most likely to be aware of serious violations, program directors 
and staff function best if given the responsibility for immediately 
expelling violators. Thking this responsibility out of their hands 
compromises their control of inmates' behavior and the viability 
of the program. 

'llilining sessions held for program staff, correctional 
officers, and other institutional staff in contact with 
program participants can benefit all involved. 

Potential conflict between program staff and correctional staff 
can be minimized by a shared understanding of each others' 
goals, objectives, responsibilities, and activities. Role playing has 
been found to reduce tension and resentment (correctional staff 
and program staff take each others' parts in acting out common 
scenes in dealing with inmates). 1taining in team coordination 
for problem solving also helps promote cooperation. 

Disag~'eements can be resolved by regular meetings of 
an institutional coordinating/negotiating committee 
composed of a representative from all departments in
volved with the program. 

As day-to-day disagreements about the use of resources or opera
tional procedures arise, they can be resolved quickly and satis
factorily by a committee specifically formed for this purpose. 
Additionally, as the committee becomes familiar with common 
sources of complaints, problems can be anticipated and resolved 
before they occur. For example, if program staff know in advance 
that inmates will be called out frequently for eye exams on 
specific days, they can plan their activities accordingly. 

The program initially can be implemented with the minimum 
number of staff and inmates needed to be cost effective. 
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Beginning with a relatively small program decreases barriers to 
implementation due to resource constraints, staff resistance, and 
inmate resistance and allows for easier resolution of day-to-day 
problems. 

Selecting Inmate Participants 

Question: Should participation be voluntary or mandatory? 

Answe/:' There is growing evidence that offenders who enter treatment 
programs because of legal coercion are just as likely as other 
participants to respond positively. However, in practice all those 
who entered treatment under legal coercion chose to do so as an 
alternative to other forms of correctional supervision. For exam
ple, they chose drug treatment instead of jail.3 

Legal coercion is not the same as mandatory forced participa
tion. Forced participation does not appear to work. Inmates 
assigned to programs against their will frequently are extremely 
disruptive. 

Rather than involuntary conscription, the programs need to pro
vide prerequisites, such as desired recreational activities, that 
make the program more attractive than serving a regular prison 
sentence. 

Question: What types of inmates should be involved in the program? 

Answer; Effective programs that recruit the most serious, persistent of
fenders are more likely to gain the respect of other inmates and 
have the largest impact on recidivism. Most offenders do not 
commit a lot of crimes. Although many are persistent criminals 
who cycle through institutions, when they are released they get by 
on odd jobs, living with relatives, and an occasional theft or 
burglary that lands them back in prison. A small proportion of 
offenders are extremely active criminals; when released, they hit 
the streets running - committing hundreds of crimes each year, as 
long as they are free to do so and haven't learned to lead a less 
criminal life. Recruiting the latter type of offender is more likely 
to improve everyone's quality of life-the offender, the members 
of his or her family and community, and potential victims. 

Unless the most serious offenders are recruited, the program will 
get a reputation for handling lightweights and increase the 
chances that participants will be harassed by other inmates. 

Question: How can we screen inmates at intake for admission to the 
program? 

Answer; The vast majority of prisoners have been drug-involved; almost 
all persistent offenders who committed crimes at an early age 
also used drugs. Therefore, screening for drug use may not be 
cost effective. Administrators in the four programs suggested 
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that, if demand does not exceed available resources, inmates who 
are not security risks and who indicate that they can profit from 
the program should be allowed to participate. Since the most ef
fective programs deal with complex multiple needs, not just drug 
use, virtually all mentally competent offenders could profit from 
the programs. Mentally retarded prisoners generally require alter
native programs. However, poor reading skills, often characteristic 
of serious Offenders, need not preclude participation; basic 
literacy classes can be incorporated as a program component. 

To the extent that demand exceeds available resources, effort~ will 
need to be made to involve the most seriously drug-involved of
fenders. However, demand may also be met by enlarging the 
program. 

Ongoing Practices 

Question: How can we increase the chances of keeping a good program? 

Answer: The following procedures have been found to increase program 
viability. 

Ongoing monitoring of the program facilitated by pro
gram di;-ectors 

Program directors have continually provided documentation of 
program activities and impact to state legislators, gubernatorial 
staff, corre~tions department administrators, and other concerned 
agencies and staff. Additionally, after conferring with institu
tional administrators, invitations to graduation ceremonies or 
other program events periodically have been extended to such 
persons and to media reporters. 

Providing briefs about the program to new 
administrators 

To avoid being swept out by new brooms, program directors have 
presented briefs to new administrators about the program, the 
benefits for the new administrators' office, and the sources of 
external support. At the same time, the program directors have 
found out about the priorities of the new administrator and 
planned to meet these priorities without compromising the 
integrity of the program .. For example, when an administrator 
planned to institute activities that inmates regarded favorably, the 
program director negotiated participation as a reward for inmates 
who were progressing in the program. 

Assigning staff in the facilities housing the programs to 
positions requiring ~vordination with the programs only 
if they are knowledgeable about and sympathetic to 
program goals 
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Staff assignments to the program areas have been voluntary and 
have followed at least one orientation session providing informa
tion about program goals, activities, and procedures. 

Opening appropriate program activities to participation 
by facility staff 

When made available to staff, attendance in classes, seminars, 
group counseling sessions, and other program events by facility 
personnel has increased the value of the program for everyone 
involved. 

Encouraging state legislators to visit prison programs 

On-site inspection of the programs by legislators has benefited all 
persons concerned. Such visits increase the positive view of the 
correctional administration and staff, raise the morale of the pro
gram staff, enhance the prestige of the program among inmates, 
and provide excellent publicity for the visitors and hosts. 

Evaluation 
Question: How can we tell whether a program actually reduces recidivism? 

Answer: Evaluation of the programs can be carried out periodically by 
neutral researchers. The primary questions that should be ad
dressed by researchers involve both program process and impact. 
More specifically, program evaluation should provide answers to 
the following questions: 

101 Who are the program participants? Is the program 
reaching the most serious offenders or offenders who 
have a low probability of being recidivii<is? 

• What is the length of time participants are involved 
in the program? Is this length of time optimal for 
reducing recidivism? 

• What are the program activities? And, as compared 
tv inmates not involved in the program, specifically 
what activities are carried out by program partici
pants? 

• Who are the staff members involved in the program? 
As compared to staff supervising other inmates with 
the same classification, what is the ratio of staff to 
inmates, and what is the background and training of 
staff members? 

• As compared to similar offenders who have not par
ticipated in the program, do the program participants 
commit fewer crimes after release? Are they more 
socially stable? Are they less involved with drugs? 
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EPILOGUE 

This report began with a description of Ron, one of hundreds of thousands 
of drug-involved offenders who have been cycling through our correctional 
institutions. Ron got lucky. When he was once again incarcerated, he was 
offered the chance to participate in a new type of program - a program that 
made clear that he had a choice: grow up and clean up his act or continue 
to become increasingly enmeshed in a life of drugs, crime, and prison time. 

After he was released, together with a small group of other drug-involved 
offenders who had participated in the program, Ron founded a residential 
community of recovering addicts. Surrounded by practicing addicts who 
taunted them and shot dope on their door step, Ron and the others in the 
TC supported each other financially, physically, and morally. They stayed 
clean and created a refuge for other addicts who also wanted to give up 
drugs. The program they created, Phoenix House, provided a model for 
the Stay'n Out prison program. Today, Ron is the executive director of 
Stay'n Out. 
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Michael Thompson 
Supervisor Counseling and 
Social Services 
Lantana Correctional Institution 
1199 E. Lantana Road 
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Mr. Dale Weinstein 
Director 
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Programs 
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2600 Center Street, N.E. 
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Ronald Williams 
Executive Director 
New York Therapeutic 
Communities, Inc. 
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APPENDIX B 

SURVEY OF PRISON PROGRAMS: 
SAMPLE AND METHODS 



A telephone survey was carried out in a stratified sample of twenty-seven 
state corrections agencies. The sample design contained two strata: the first 
stratum included the largest twelve state corrections agencies, according to 
their 1986 inmate populations as recorded in the American Corrections 
Association directory; they were selected with certainty. The sampling frame 
for the second stratum was the remaining thirty-eight state agencies; thir
teen of them were selected randomly to be in the sample. See Table B-1 for 
a list of the sampled agencies and their inmate populations. The sample is 
representative of agencies of all sizes, and also of the entire range from low 
to high in terms of the proportion of their inmates enrolled in drug
treatment programs in 1979, according to the NIDA survey "Drug Abuse 
Treatment in Prisons." 

Our survey was conducted during September and October, 1987. In each 
sampled state, the corrections agency's director of substance abuse services 
was contacted personally by telephone, or, in states without a specific office 
for drug-treatment programs, the director of health or medical services was 
contacted. The response rate was 100 percent. The respondent was asked 
ten questions concerning the number of state prison facilities offering drug
treatment programs, the types of programs offered, the number of inmates 
participating in programs, and the total number of inmates in the prison 
system. 
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Table 3-1 

States sampled for telephone survey 
in order by 1986 inmate population 

State 

Stratum 1 

Inmate 
Population 

California 55238 
Texas 37214 
New York 36078 
Florida 29712 
Ohio 21922 
Illinois 19184 
North Carolina 17764 
Michigan 17451 
Georgia 17088 
Pennsylvania 15055 
Maryland 13161 
New Jersey 11448 

Stratum 2 

Alabama 11415 
South Carolina 10090 
Indiana 10079 
Connecticut 6250 
Wisconsin 5507 
Kentucky 4675 
Iowa 2864 
Minnesota 2432 
Delaware 2419 
New Mexico 2400 
Utah 1779 
Montana 1160 
New Hampshire 675 
Vermont 665 
North Dakota 438 
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